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his guidebook offers ideas and strategies designed to facilitate collaborative teamwork when making support services decisions and coordinating service provision for students with disabilities
educational
settings (e.g., general education classes, community vocational sites). It is
about working together and, therefore,about learning together-not only
from the contents of this guidebook but from each other. Although you
may read this book on your own, its potential usefulness comes from
learning its ideas and strategies together with others with whom you
work. You and your team members may decide to pursue some individual
learning as well as use technology to communicate [e.g., telephone, FAX,
e-mail], but remember, nothing can replace face-to-face interactions. I
strongly encourage you to meet together as part of your VISTA (Vermont
Interdependent Services Team Approach) learning process, preferably in a
place free from the distractions of your daily routine. I realize that there
are always too many meetings to attend and seemingly never enough
time to complete the many tasks you are asked to do; but if together you
figure out a way to get together, it will payoff in the long run. VISTA is
designed to help you use your limited time more effectively by offering a
consensus-building process for making support services decisions.
This guidebook has been designed as a self-study process for groups
trying to become teams and for teams trying to
work more productively, effectively, and enjoyably
together. It is
a format that seeks to facilitate
your working and learning together.
assist you in understanding, remembering, and referring to the main points, Section II ICurrent Issues in
Related Services) and each subsection in Section
[Ten Guidelines of
VISTA) open with a highlighted box of key points.
At the very end of each subsection are questions designed for your
personal reflection and self-assessment and space
for you to write any notes or ideas you might have
had in the course of the team discussion. The questions are also meant to be posed to your group to initiate discussions
about your own situation (e.g., where your team is currently, where you
would like to see it headed).
In Section IVIDirections for Using VISTA), you will find an additional format designed
prompt you and your
team to take action. This is simply a "To Do" List
that includes space for you to indicate that your
team completed the listed tasks. VISTA's five "To Do" Lists also are compiled in Appendix D for your convenience.

T
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In Section V (Bibliography) you will find both References and Recommended Readings. These resources will allow your team to gather more
information} should you be interested in doing so.
In writing this guidebook} I have kept in mind that it is designed to
be used by a range of people [e.g., parents} teachers, paraprofessionals,' related services providers). Undoubtedly! there are times when my writing
style has fallen prey to the fact that I have been a special education
professional for many years. Although I have attempted to minimize the
professional/technical jargon and write in plain English, I suspect that for
some of you I have not done this well enough-all the more reason to rely
on each other, as team members} to put your own language to the ideas
presented in this guidebook and to clarify their meaning. I also struggled
with contradictory feedback from field reviewers about whether I provided too little or too much information. For those of you who already
have a strong background in support services provision, referring to Appendices B} C} and D should allow you to get started more quickly. The
reader has permission to photocopy any material from these Appendices.
As you learn together} you will develop a shared framework necessary for effective teamwork. As you reflect and discuss} you will create
ongoing opportunities to learn from each other. As you take action} you
will turn what you have learned into something tangible to benefit the
students and families you serve. We have also found that bringing good
food} good humor, and good will to your team interactions can help. Good
luck!
Michael F. Ciatigreco

'Paraprofessionals are referred to by a wide variety of titles across the United States,
including teacher aide, teacher assistant, paraeducator, and instructional assistant. The
term paraprofessional used in this guidebook refers to a person who supports the education of students under the supervision of a qualified and certified professional. Typically,
employment as a paraprofessional does not require any college education, prior training,
or experience. Therefore, the paraprofessional's role is to implement educational plans
that are designed by qualified professionals. Professionals retain the responsibility for
planning and evaluating the student's learning. Professionals are also responsible to train,
supervise, and communicate with paraprofessionals to ensure professional accountability
for student learning.
xii
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ducational support services 1 are essential
students with
abilities to have access to education and adequately participate
educational programs, including pursuit of identified learning outcomes. These supportive services include special education, physical
therapy, occupational therapy, speech-language pathology, orientation
and mobility, audiology, social work, and psychology, among others. (See
Appendix A for brief descriptions of common support services.]
As increasing numbers of students with more severe and multiple
disabilities are included in general education classes
their neighborschools, both parents and professionals are asking important questions:
services
need to be provided for students to receive an
appropriate
and
they be provided? How can the
knowledge
skills of professionals be applied in ways that draw upon
their unique contributions and abilities, yet avoid the potential service
provision problems
present because
extensive overlap
that exists among
professions? Given this struggle between professions, how can the need for appropriate support services be determined?
How can support services be evaluated to ensure they truly support
student's educational program? How can decisions about the frequency
service provision be made? How can it be determined whether services
will
provided directly by a specialist, or indirectly on a consultative
basis through another team member?
These and other
service provision
questions
typically have been left to professionals to answer in isolation, based on
their own personal and clinical judgment. At best, this isolated decision
making has left important decisions precariously the hands of individuals. Although most professionals are competent and well-meaning, we
are all inevitably prone to make errors in individual judgment when left
to our own devices.
worst, this isolated decision making has resulted
needs of students going unmet, professionals working at cross purposes, and professionals and parents being in adversarial relationships.
In recognition of the limitations of isolated decision making, teamhas emerged as a preferred approach to educating students both
with and without disabilities,
of whom have unique learning needs
and characteristics.
VISTA process described in this manual offers
ways to
and operationalize many of the tenets of collaborative teamwork to make support services decisions for students with
disabilities.
"Throughour this guidebook, the terms support services and related services are used
somewhat interchangeably. There are times when related services is purposely used to reflect the definition in PL 101-476, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of 1990
(IDEAl. In the context of this guidebook, the term support services includes all those services defined as related services within IDEA, but also extends beyond them to more
broadly encompass services designed to support students within the context of general education. These services, such as special education, paraprofessionals, and school guidance
services, although available to students with disabilities, are typically not considered related services. Less traditional supports could also be included, such as an adult mentor
who has the same disability as a student or a community volunteer.
3

DEVELOPING A SHARED FRAMEWORK

At the most basic level, effective teams develop an ever-evolving shared
framework, which consists of a set of beliefs, values, or assumptions
about education, children, families, and professionals to which all team
members agree. When entering this team process, it is important to realize that professionals may have been socialized to serve and protect their
own disciplines. As the team develops its own shared framework, each
member's existing beliefs about his or her own profession may be challenged. This can be uncomfortable for professionals who say they sometimes experience the challenge as threatening-they worry about losing
their traditional roles and are concerned that their professional skills
will be devalued. On the contrary, when professionals open themselves
to new ways of thinking, acknowledge the limitations of their own
knowledge, and seek out shared paths with other team members, their
value is often raised in the eyes of other team members, including families (Albano, 1983; Giangreco, Cloninger, Mueller, Yuan, & Ashworth,
1991).
If you accept the notion that all decision making about the education
of children is based on some set of beliefs, values, and assumptions, then
it becomes paramount to understand and clarify the ones driving you and
your team's decisions. The beliefs, values, and assumptions used by the
author when educating children form the basis for much of this guidebook. They are listed for you below. Ask yourselves what you think
about them. How might you reword them to reflect your own thinking?
Are there any you can add to those listed here?

Education:

III

iii>

iii

iii>

III

III
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Section I

is a reciprocal process of learning and mutual support between students and teachers.
should have an important mission, which is to result in positive changes in individually determined
valued life outcomes for students, such as personal
health, social relationships, and having access to
meaningful places and activities.
should reflect individualized, priority learning outcomes for students.
should reflect a breadth of additional learning outcomes to ensure a broad base of exposure and learning from which students' strengths and interests
may be advanced.
should include the general supports that will allow
access to and participation in the educational program.
should result in outcomes that provide students
with opportunities to contribute to their own support, as well as contribute to the larger community,
including family, the classroom, the workplace,
neighborhood, town, and country.

Children:

€I>

e

lil

@

€!>

€!>

Families:

lil

@

€!>
lil

Professionals:

can all learn.
are all entitled to the supports they need, such as
human supports or technology,
order to receive
an appropriate education.
are all worthy of society's time, energy, and resources, regardless of the type or extent of their
dividual characteristics [e.g., disability, gender, cultural heritage, economic status).
should all be given access to the same places and
opportunities.
should be taught skills that will allow them to advocate for themselves.
can all make contributions to their classrooms,
schools, families, and communities.
all have important knowledge, insights, and skills
to contribute.to their child's education.
should be treated with respect and in linguistically
and culturally sensitive ways.
are members of their children's educational teams.
must be included in decisions that will affect
them.

should continually strive to extend their collaborative abilities.
1II
should be committed to lifelong learning for themselves, as well as their students.
lil
should continually strive to interact with students,
families, and each other in ways that are respectful
and constructive.
lil
should seek to understand other team members as
individuals, not just in their roles on the team.
• should collaboratively clarify their roles and responsibilities in order to work together toward
common goals.
e should clarify the decision-making values, then
adopt those that are congruent with their beliefs
about education, students, and families [e.g., provide services that are only-as-special-as-necessary).
lil
should share the responsibility for educating children their school.
e

As you proceed through this guidebook it will be important for you
to keep these general educational beliefs, values, and assumptions in
mind, as well as others more specific to support services decision making. VISTA is not a formula and it is intentionally not standardizedthus, encouraging you and your team to use it flexibly and individualize
it to your own circumstances. However, it is crucial to realize that the
ways in which you choose to individualize the process
affect its outIntroduction
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come. Troubles frequently arise when the ways people change a process
such as VISTA contradict its underlying assumptions or the shared
framework agreed upon by the team. VISTA is more likely to be effective
when team members have made an informed decision to participate in
the process, share a common agreement about the underlying assumptions, and develop a shared framework.
PURPOSE Of THE VISTA GUIDE800K

The purpose of this guide is threefold: The first purpose is to present issues and challenges associated with current state-of-the-art practices in
support services decision making and coordination. The second purpose
is to acquaint you with a series of 10 guidelines that offer alternatives believed to address some of the limitations associated with current practices. The third purpose is to provide a vehicle for operationalizing the 10
assist you, a Faguidelines through the instructions for using VISTA.
cilitator's Guide is located
Appendix B. Blank VISTA Forms for your
use are offered in Appendix C, along with "To Do" Lists in Appendix D.
An example for a student with multiple disabilities is incorporated in the
body of the text, while additional examples for a kindergarten student
who is deaf-blind, a middle school student with emotional disturbance,
and a high school student with mild disabilities are found in Appendices
E, F, and G, respectively.
These beliefs, values, assumptions, examples, and instructions for
using VISTA are offered to encourage readers to view students and families as partners in the educational process and for professionals to interact
with families
ways that respect and account for their individual linguistic and cultural perspectives. After learning more about VISTA, you
are encouraged to adjust the process to be compatible with the individual
concerns and perspectives of the families with whom you work (Dennis
& Ciangreco, 1994).

6
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Imost without exception, the literature and litigation pertaining to
the provision of related services for students with disabilities in
schools note that related services must "be required to assist a child
with disability to benefit from special education," as originally strnuIated by
94-142, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act of
101-476,
Individuals with Disabilities
1975, and subsequently by
Education Act (IDEA) (American Occupational Therapy Association,
1989; American Physical Therapy Association, 1989; Campbell, 1987;
1991; Ciangreco, Edelman, & Dennis,
1; Giangreco, York, &
Rainforth, 1989; Lehr & Haubrich, 1986; Martin, 1988; Osborne, 1984;
students whose unique characRainforth, York, & Macdonald, 1992).
teristics require knowledge
skills beyond those typically possessed
by teachers, support services can be crucial developing and implementan appropriate individualized education program; similarly, naturally
occurring supports such as friends, family, classmates, and co-workers
are also vitally important.
also presents a long-standing
concern that groups formed by educational
related services professionals often function in. disjointed and fragmented ways; this highlights
the need for more collaborative relationships [Ciangreco, 1994; Ciangreco, Edelman, et al., 1991; Peterson, 1980).
presence
students
professionals from a variety of disciplines does not. ensure
will receive educationally relevant and necessary
services. It cannot always be assumed that a professional, by virtue a diploma, certification, registration, or license, has the specific skills necessary for every
student being educated. The range
combination
virtually impossible for
one professional
the breadth
depth of knowledge required for all eventualities. Therefore, it is important for team members to share
knowledge with each other an efrequire the
to
resources and identify concerns
addition of new team members,
• ;LH II I.

Ultimately,
students
disabilities is compromised
when input from a support services professional is not adequately svnthesized with the input from the
educational staff,
other support
services providers. Although this may seem like an obvious
the helping professions are prepared to operate
a somewhat
may
serve
consumer
1988). Working together
use of one's professional skills with one's
collaborative team requires
and a conanoranve
empnasis on
is not meant to diminish
various professions,
it

Current Issues in Related Services
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establish new decision-making relationships with other professionals and
families. Garland, McGonigel, Frank, and Buck (1989) describe six role
transition processes that may assist team members in reflecting upon
their own changing roles. These six roles consist of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A lack of

Role extension
Role enrichment
Role expansion
Role exchange
Role release
Role support

Causes Fragmentation
Services are more likely to be disjointed and fragmented when professionals do not share the conceptual understanding that related services
are required to be educationally relevant and necessary. Many skilled
and well-intentioned support services providers are still prepared and
professionally socialized to function independently within their discipline, rather than interdependently as members of a collaborative educational team. Despite all of the rhetoric about teamwork, many professionals still assess, plan, make service provision decisions, implement,
and evaluate children in relative isolation from the work of other team
members.
Evidence collected from 585 professionals and parents across the
United States highlighted a series of common professional practices that
respondents reported engaging frequently-practices likely to interfere
with the integrated provision of related services (Giangreco, Edelman, et
al., 1991). For example, respondents indicated that it was common for related services professionals to
decisions about issues, such as the
need for related services, frequency of service, and mode of provision
[e.g., direct, indirect), prior to knowing students'
goals. Educationally
relevant
necessary related services recommendations cannot be made
purposely without first knowing the contents of the educational program
as reflected,
part, by the IEP.
many schools, it is not uncommon for representatives from each
related services discipline to generate
own goals that reflect outcomes valued by
respective disciplines. Not only is this confusing
for families, it creates a problem whereby group members agree to each
pursue discipline-specific goals instead of sharing a set of educational
goals; in essence, group members may reach consensus to pursue different directions. A recent study of 47 IEPs of students with multiple disabilities documented numerous examples in which separate goals were
listed by representatives of professional disciplines [Giangreco, Dennis,
Edelman, & Cloninger, 1994). This raises serious concerns about whether
team members had a shared framework that included an agreement to
pursue services that were both educationally relevant and necessary.

10 /

Section II

and Disorganization Create Contuston
A second major problem resulting from disjointed and fragmented services is ambiguous roles and expectations among educational team members working with the same child (Bailey, 1984). In a workshop activity
conducted with thousands of educators, support services providers, and
parents across the country, ambiguous roles and disorganization consistently have been selected as the two most prominent forms of group dysfunction. Additionally, recent studies have demonstrated that people
from various disciplines differ regarding important educational issues.
example, one study showed that related services providers stronglv
favored retaining control over decisions pertaining to their own disciplines, especially regarding
type, frequency, and mode of service
vision; this view was different from both special educators and parents
whose children have disabilities who favored consensus decision making
(Giangreco, 1990). Another study showed that professionals from different disciplines
significantly different opinions regarding
use of
and support for integrated service provision in early childhood programs
(McWilliam &. Bailey, 1994). Such differing expectations present fertile
ground for ambiguity and conflicts among team members.
Exi!;tin~ Models

Fragment Services
Many professionals, anxious for seemingly logical and expedient ways to
make complicated decisions, are drawn to existing decision models.
isting models for making related services decisions are designed to assist
in sorting out issues such as the type, frequency.and mode of service prothese models lack research support
may actuatly
vision; yet most
contribute to the fragmentation of services. Although existing models
may have some positive features, they are problematic because they examine decision
exclusively from the perspective of a single discias occupational or physical therapy (American Occupational
Therapy Association! 1989; Carr, 1989; Effgen, 1984; Farley, Sarracino, &.
Howard, 1991;
Robertson, &. Turner, 1992; "More Concerns
Louisiana
" 1990). Such unidisciplinary decision-makmg mooers
account for
fact
many of the tunctions
do
tional team
various disciplines can,
disciplines [Ciangreco &. Eichinger, 1991). A unidisciplinary
tation also
an
team member's ability to
tionally relevant related services decisions, as required by IDEA, because
it
to address
among the disciplines involved in
a student's education. When professionals make related services decisions based on
they individually value from the perspective
own disciplines, there is an increased probability
necessary overlaps and gaps in services, contradictory recommendations
service
and conflicts
team members. Unidisciphdecision
can also perpetuate role ambiguity
matic fragmentation.
rU'UlLH.

Current Issues in Related Services
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Providers

Ul1lpr1ep.ued for General Education Classrooms

Although these issues are sufficiently important to warrant action to improve the provision of educationally related services, another major factor
compounds the challenge. Traditionally, students with multiple and/or
severe disabilities, presumably those receiving the most extensive related
services, have been educated in special education classes: and schools. Related services providers working in these settings often were encouraged,
or asked directly by educational administrators or teachers, to generate
separate goals, independently make service provision decisions, and provide direct services in isolated settings-even though these practices violate the tenets of collaborative teamwork. Over the past few years, new
opportunities have become available for increasing numbers of students
with disabilities to learn in general education classes with individualized
accommodations or a modified/individualized program with supports
[Oiangreco &. Putnam, 1991).
A

of

Exists
Although the literature highlights many problems regarding related services provision, clearly there have been, and are, many examples in
which support services providers, educators, and families have worked
together effectively to support students with disabilities. Some wellintentioned professionals have attempted to transfer positive features of
support from traditional, disability-only settings to general education
schools and classes. This generally does not work well because of the vast
contextual differences between classes and schools serving only students
with disabilities and those serving a heterogeneous population consisting
primarily of children without disabilities [Ciangreco, Dennis, Cloninger,
Edelman! &. Schattman, 1993). Just because something is valued, makes
sense, and seems to work in one context does not mean it
be valued,
make sense, and work in another context.

As this new era of opportunities for students with and without disabilities to be educated together emerges, the time is right to establish the
portance of effective coordination and provision of educationally relevant
and necessary support services. Programmatic advances and research pertaining to support services decision making, coordination, provision, and
effectiveness will continue to be a critical concern for many reasons! including the following:
1. Support services affect a high proportion of students
disabilities,
across every age group
racial/cultural heritage.
from various disciplines is consid2. The involvement of
ered both necessary and desirable
supporting
education of
students
yet,
approaches
routinely feature a unidisciplinary orientation
results
gaps,
12
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Section II

3.

6.

7.

8.

overlaps, contradictions, role ambiguity, and the underutilization of
natural supports.
The literature indicates that cross-disciplinary service relationships
pose currently unresolved problems in coordination and decision
making among professionals and between professionals
families
whose children have disabilities
may result in disjointed and
fragmented educational programs.
Divergent opinions exist regarding what constitutes effective rn-''"1l<tn,_
sion of educational support services for students with disabilities
the context of general education settings.
national movement to include more
general euucaschools and classrooms is raising new issues regarding appropriate service provision.
With the shift toward general education placements, staffing patterns
have changed from related services providers as employees special
contractors or school
education school or health agencies to
district employees, altering the role
support services providers and
their
to
education agencies
school
in
ways
yet to be studied or fully understood.
99-457, the Education of the Handicapped Act
With the passage of
Amendments of 1986,
19, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act Amendments of 1991, and their
emphasis on service provision
least restrictive environment,
increasing
young children with disabilities are making
the transition from early intervention programs to integrated child
care settings, preschools, and kindergartens, compounding
need
to understand support services issues more thoroughly and develop
approaches to serve students and families more effectively.
Families and people with disabilities are increasingly expressing concern about the transitions from school to community living, emphathe critical
services after graduation to support living
communication.
arrangements, work, transportation, recreation,

As your team moves forward
concepts presented
this guidebook, consider the characteristics of effective support services provision
outlined Table 1 [Giangreco, Edelman, et
1991).
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Table 1
Characteristics of effective support services provision
Effective educational support services are designed to do the following:
1. Be educationally relevant and necessary for a student to either gain access
to and/or participate in the educational program [e.g., pursue individual
goals).

2. Avoid undesirable gaps} overlaps} or contradictions in services.
3. Employ consensus decision making} based on shared student goals.
4.

Consider the extent to which professionals representing various disciplines should release their traditional roles to cooperate with other team
members.

5. Consider the extent to which the input and methods of team members
are combined to address student concerns.
6. Provide for physical care needs in the same locations they would be provided to students without disabilities to ensure student dignity [e.g., suetioning in the health office} bowel and bladder care in the bathroom).
7. Pursue student learning outcomes in the least restrictive settings} those
used by people without disability labels [e.g., eat lunch in the cafeteria at
the same time as peers).
8. Use effective methods of teaching and learning that are the most socially
acceptable, least intrusive, and least stigmatizing.
9. Evaluate the impact of support services on students' access to education,
participation in the educational program, pursuit of individually appropriate learning outcomes, and ultimately} valued life outcomes.
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Table 2
Ten guidelines of VISTA
Guideline 1. Establish and Maintain a Collaborative Team
Guideline 2.

Define the Components of the Educational Program

Guideline 3.

Understand the Interactions Among Program, Placement,
and Services

Guideline 4.

Use a Value System to Guide Decision Making: Only-asSpecial-as-Necessary

Guideline 5. Determine Functions of Service Providers and Their
Interrelatedness
Guideline 6.

Apply Essential Criteria When Making Service
Recommendations: Educational Relevance and Necessity

Guideline 7. Determine Who Has Authority for Decision Making:
Consensus
Guideline 8.

Match the Mode and Frequency of Service Provision to the
Functions Served

Guideline 9.

Determine the Least Restrictive Location and Strategies for
Service Provision

Guideline 10. Engage in Ongoing Implementation and Evaluation of
Support Services
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h e following subsections describe 10 guidelines that provide alternative ways to think about support and related services provision in educational settings (see Table 2). These interrelated guidelines have been
applied to the practice of support services decision making through
VISTA. Although VISTA represents one way of operationalizing these
guidelines, their applicability is not limited to the VISTA frameworkthe principles can be organized in a variety of ways to assist in reasoned,
collaborative, support services decision making and implementation.
When used in combination, these guidelines are designed to do the
following:

T

1. Increase team members' confidence that their support services deci-

sions are educationally relevant and necessary
2. Increase agreement among team members regarding role divisionwhich aspects of a student's program require support from various
members and what functions those members need to serve
3. Reduce unnecessary and undesirable gaps, overlaps, and contradictions in support services provision
4. Reduce conflicts among team members by focusing intra-team communication on student- and context-specific information
5. Assist in matching the mode and frequency of service provision to
the functions of support services
6. Guide implementation of services in supportive, but minimally intrusive, ways
7. Evaluate services based on learning outcomes and valued life outcomes
8. Increase team members' satisfaction with their support services
decision-making practices
Initial research on VISTA with educational teams serving students with
multiple disabilities has yielded promising results, including I) substantial improvements in intra-team agreement about support services provision; 2) reduction in gaps, overlaps, contradictions, and conflicts among
team members; and 3) greater satisfaction with team decision making
among members after using VISTA [Ciangreco, 1994). Most important,
this initial study demonstrated that individuals and teams make substantially different support services decisions using VISTA than they do using
more traditional approaches. Additional study is underway.

Ten Guidelines of VISTA /
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1
ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN A COLLABORATIVE

COLLABORATION

Although having two or more members who are competent in their respective fields is essential to establishing and maintaining a collaborative
team, it does not ensure true collaboration; this holds true even when the
members possess various skills and knowledge, share information, and
regularly meet together.
collaboration requires that teams include
those people who will be affected by team decisions (Thousand &. Villa,
1992). In addition to the usual special educators and related services
providers, it is important to include the student when appropriate, the
parents, general education teachers, paraprofessionals, and perhaps others
such as peers, bus drivers, or administrators.
In order for support personnel to be helpful to the
education
staff they must have, or acquire, the knowledge and skills necessary to
serve each student, given his or her individual characteristics. For exambulk of her protesple, a speech-language pathologist who has spent
sional experience working with hearing children who require
speech
correction may not have the
knowledge necessary to address
the specialized communication concerns of a student who is deaf-blind.
to work with children who have seOr, a physical therapist newly
years providvere developmental disabilities may have spent the past
ing home health care for older adults.
Configuration

essence, the team must have the right configuration of players. For exbacks, or wide reample, "If a football team has no quarterback,
team
ceivers, it doesn't matter how much the linemen collaborate;
won't function properly" (M. Collins, personal communication, Decem1994). If
competencies required to address student concerns are
not
by members of the team as it is currently configured,
team must either seek out those who are competent or take steps to ensure
existing team members acquire the needed competencies.
suring that teams
members with the necessary competencies to
serve students from low-incidence populations and those who
especially challenging combinations of disabilities is made even more
cult because of the limited
of prepared personnel. Little attention
is focused on low-incidence populations more generic personnel preparation programs, and by their very nature, students with low-incidence
disabilities are sparsely distributed across schools.
UrrBitirDg Team

Sometimes teams become so large that
support services decisions is unnecessarily complicated. recent study of students with multiple disabilities reported team sizes that ranged from 5 to 21,
average team including 11 members [Ciangreco et al., 1994). Teams can
reduce the number of people involved in regular meetings by designating
a core team consisting of those people who have the most ongoing
volvement with the student, an extended team that includes the core
22 I Section III: Guideline 1

team plus those members who have less frequent involvement with the
student, and situationalseeso» consisting of individually determined
combinations of team members to address specific issues or concerns.
There may be individuals who serve as a resource to the team, but whose
involvement is so infrequent that they are not considered extended team
members, thus keeping team size at a reasonable number. By clarifying
who are extended team members versus situational resources to the
team, everyone's time can be used more efficiently.
IMPORTANCE OF A SHARED fRAMEWORK AND COMMON GOALS

After team membership has been established, the most foundational and
defining characteristic that distinguishes a collection of people from a
team is the development of a shared framework and the purposeful pursuit of a shared or common set of goals. Important characteristics of
teamwork, such as sharing resources, effective communication, and consensus decision making, will have the desired impact only when applied
within a shared framework and to common goals.

Establish and Maintain a Collaborative Team /
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DEFINE
COMPONENTS
OF THE EDUCATIONAL

OPERATIONAUZiNG A SHARED fRAMEWORK

One of the most explicit ways to operationalize a shared framework and
common goals is for the team to reach agreement and document the components of a student's educational program.' These can be broadly categorized as a student's Priority Learning Outcomes, Additional Learning
Outcomes, and General Supports. However, these components describe
only what the educational program will consist of and do not address issues of where or how education will be provided.
Priority learning Outcomes

A student's Priority Learning Outcomes refer to a small set of the most
important learning outcomes that are individualized, family selected, and
discipline-free. Discipline-free means that the outcomes are not based
solely on the values and perspectives of a particular discipline, but rather
are referenced to individually determined valued life outcomes, such as
personal health, having personally meaningful social relationships, having age-appropriate choice and control, having access to personally and
societally valued places and activities, developing skills for lifelong learning, and contributing to one's community. Priority Learning Outcomes
typically are documented as annual goals and short-term objectives on a
student's individualized education program.
Additional Learning Outcomes

Additional Learning Outcomes refer to individually determined student
program content that extends beyond the small set, and potentially limited boundaries, of the top priorities. These Additional Learning Outcomes, determined jointly by team members, are designed to ensure that
the student has access to a range of learning outcomes from curriculum
areas included in the general education program, as well as other sources
that extend beyond it, in any direction, when appropriate. For example, if
a particular student's Priority Learning Outcomes focus primarily on
communication, social, and personal management areas, Additional
Learning Outcomes may include other items from those areas, as well as
learning outcomes from such areas as language arts, math, science, physical education, arts, and computer literacy. The configuration and number of Additional Learning Outcomes will vary for each student based on
his or her individual needs and characteristics.
General Supports

The final category of the educational program consists of General Supports that need to be provided to or for the student to allow access to education or facilitate participation in the educational program. Unlike
learning outcomes that seek observable changes in student behavior,
General Supports seek changes in the behavior of team members other
2The ideas discussed here for determining the components of the educational program are based on COACH-Choosing Options and Accommodations for Children: A
Guide to Planning Inclusive Education (Giangreco, Cloninger, & Iverson, 1993).
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than the student. General Supports are broad and cross-situational, as opposed to highly specific to a particular lesson. They typically fall into five
categories:
1. Personal Needs-for example, feeding, dressing, and giving medication
2. Physical Needs-for example, therapeutic positioning, managing specialized equipment, and environmental modifications
3. Sensory Needs__for example, providing books in braille, providing access to large print materials, and maintaining charged batteries in a
hearing aid
4. Teaching Others About the Student-for example, teaching classmates
the student's. augmentative or alternative communication system and
teaching staff crisis intervention or health emergency protocols
5. Providing Access and Opportunities--for example, arranging communitybased vocational experiences, providing literacy materials in the student's native language, and providing access to regular class activities

When identifying General Supports, it is important to clarify the distinctions between General Supports and Learning Outcomes. For example,
providing a student who is blind with books in braille is a General Support because it is something done for the student, while teaching a student to read the braille materials that have been provided is a Learning
Outcome.
USING AN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM EffECTIVELY

In order for a student's educational program to be complete and optimally
useful, each of these three components must be present and synthesized
in a holistic fashion. Determining family-selected Priority Learning Outcomes without identifying Additional Learning Outcomes from the
whole team would probably yield an incomplete and narrow set of learning outcomes. For example, a student's program would be too limited if it
included only three communication goals and three social goals. Conversely, identifying learning outcomes from the whole team, even when
the family is included, holds the potential for inadequately identifying
and, consequently, acting upon those issues that are most crucial to the
family. By assisting families in 11 identifying a small set of their highest
priorities and translating those into attainable annual goals, 21 identifying
a broader set of Additional Learning Outcomes agreed to by the entire
team, and 31 identifying the General Supports that need to be done to or
for the student, teams can create an educational program that is complete
in its scope and depth.
Benefits of an Effective Educational Program
Explicitly documenting the components of a student's educational program has at least three primary benefits. First, the agreed-upon set of
Learning Outcomes and General Supports becomes the basis for determining the educational relevance and necessity of support services, this
would be compromised if team members agreed to this shared list yet reDefine the Components of the Educational Program /
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tained separate agendas of Learning Outcomes and General Supports.
Second, dearly differentiating between Learning Outcomes and General
Supports provides definite expectations regarding what the student is expected to learn and do versus what other team members are expected to
learn and do. Unnecessary conflicts arise when team members have different expectations about educational program components. For example,
one member may be under the impression that a student is learning
dressing and wheelchair transfers, while another thought these were supports to be done for the student. Third, research has indicated that professionals sometimes confuse Learning Outcomes and General Supports, resulting in IEP annual goals that are actually General Supports; this can
result in IEPs that are passive and therefore do not tap the learning potential of students (Downing, 1988; Giangreco et al., 19941. For example,
"Rosa will be repositioned every half hour" is an example of a General
Support (Physical Needs) that needs to be provided for Rosa; it is not an
annual goal that requires Rosa to learn.

28 I Section III: Guideline 2
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GUIDELINE

3

UNDERSTAND
INTERACTIONS
AMONG PROGRAM, PLACEMENT, AND SERVICES

CONSIDERING PROGRAM, PLACEMENT,

SERVICES SEQUENTIAllY

Existing data suggest that the sequence which professionals consider a
student's program, placement! and services may interfere with developing an appropriately individualized program in the least restrictive environment [Ciangreco, Edelman! et al., 1991). For example! evidence suggests that support services decisions are frequently made prior to
knowing the educational program components (Le.! Priority Learning
Outcomes! Additional Learning Outcomes! General Supports], thus making the educational relevance and necessity of such services unknown. In
some instances! professionals reported recommending placing students in
a special education school so they could gain access to related services!
also prior to knowing the educational program components. Both of these
scenarios reflect questionable logic! as they are probably based on presumed disability characteristics rather than individually identified educational needs.
The sequence of 1) defining an individualized program based on student needs! 2)
the least restrictive placement to pursue that
program! and 3) determining the services needed to support the student's
program within the identified placement is offered here as an approach
that is conceptually! philosophically! and pragmatically congruent with
the intent to have educationally relevant and necessary support services.
Determining the educational program components first establishes what
the student is to learn and experience in school. Once it is known what
the student will learn based on his or her individual needs! the team can
then consider the least restrictive environment for the student to pursue
the identified educational program components.
Focusing Placement on General Education Classrooms
The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of 1990! along with the
1994 decision in the Sacramento City Unified School District v. Rachel
H. case! has reaffirmed the general education classroom as the first placement option for students with disabilities. It is crucial to remember that
the law states that a student should be removed from a general classroom
only if his or her individual needs cannot be met with supplemental supports and aids. It does not say that students should be denied access to
the general classroom based on categorical disability labels! their needs
for individualized curriculum and/or instruction within the general class
setting! or their needs for specialized supports.
As increasing numbers of school districts adopt policies to place students with disabilities in age-appropriate general education classes! placement general classes may be a given. This shifts the placement decision
more to where! specifically! the student will be placed-in Mr. Creen's
second-third multigraded class or Ms. Carcia's second-grade class.
Determining support services needs logically comes after selecting
educational program components and placement! as both of these factors
will influence the potential need for support services. Although program!
placement! and services are presented here as sequential! remember that
32 /
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these important decision points are also clearly interrelated. For example,
a student with visual impairmentsmay require fairly intensive .orientaand mobility services during his first few years in elementary school.
This need may decrease in later elementary years if the student is in the
same school, only to increase when he must make the transition to
nior high school where the physical layout and expectations for negotiating the environment are more extensive. The team is encouraged to apply
this basic information individualized ways
suit each situation.

Understand the Interactions Among Program, Placement, and Services /
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GUIDELINE
USE A VALUE SYSTEM
TO GUIDE DECISION MAKING:
ONLY-AS-SPECIAL-AS- NECESSARY

DECISION-MAKING MODELS

Decision-making models are all based on underlying assumptions and
values; sometimes these are clearly articulated for the consumer, while
other times they require a bit of detective work to decipher. Exemplary
practices in education and support services are rooted in a broad set of
values, such as access, equity, individualization, interdependence, diversity, collaboration, and community [Giangreco, Baumgart, & Doyle,
1995). Given the enormous variation that exists among students, families, schools, and communities, this underlying value system can assist
team members when faced with unique challenges. Members can evaluate decisions and actions being proposed as congruent or incongruent
with the team's underlying values and act accordingly.
More-Is-Beiter Approach

Although the more-is-better approach often is rooted in benevolent intentions, it nonetheless can have a negative outcome for a student by interfering with other school activities. The more-is-better approach seems to
be a prevalent value underlying many people's support services decision
making. When specifically considering support services decision making,
some team members practice a more-is-better approach. Like the young
child who would rather have 10 pennies than 1 quarter, this approach is
misguided because it confuses quantity with value.
Retum-on-lnvestment Approach

Another, less prevalent, approach is return-on-investment. This approach
places a high value on serving students who have a favorable history and
prognosis for being remediated and those likely to contribute the most,
economically, to society. Return-on-investment approaches fail to recognize the important contributions made by people with the most severe
disabilities, which may be difficult to quantify monetarily. For some professionals, the presence of return-on-investment approaches may be
rooted in conflicting values, expectations, and messages from traditional
medical thinking that emphasize curing people. Some argue that the field
of rehabilitation is an outgrowth of traditional medicine not valuing
what it cannot cure-in this case, people with chronic developmental
disabilities (Shannon, 1977). More globally, return-on-investment may
also be rooted in society's historical bias against people with mental retardation (Wolfensberger, 1970).
Parents in a 1991 study expressed concern about professionals using
the return-on-investment approach as a rationale for reducing or discontinuing services to a student, rather than risk exposing that they are challenged by a situation and may not know exactly what to do [Giangreco,
Cloninger, et al., 1991). This observation raises important and difficult
questions for professionals. As professionals, are we really trained and socialized to serve the child first or our discipline first? What do we do, as
professionals, when we don't have the solutions to challenging situations? Should we think of ourselves as experts or learners? These same
36
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parents preferred that professionals honestly acknowledge
they do
not know something and be willing to support needs identified by families. Theoretically, the pressure to guard one's professionalism by avoiding challenging situations can be reduced by joining with families to support each other in collaborative team structures.

Only-as-Special-as-Necessary Appr()ac:t!
An alternative value system that provides various combinations of direct
and indirect services is through supports that are only-as-special-asnecessary [Ciangreco &. Eichinger, 1991i Reynolds, 1962). This approach
allows for the provision of needed services and acknowledges the contributions made by various disciplines but takes precautions to avoid the
herent drawbacks of well-intentioned overservice, Overservice [i.e., providing more services than necessary) may do the following:
1. Decrease time for participation in activities with peers who do not
have disabilities
2. Cause disruption in acquiring, practicing, or generalizing other
portant educational skills
3. Cause inequities in the distribution of scarce resources when some
students requiring services remain unserved or underserved
4. Overwhelm families with an unnecessarily high number of professionals
5. Create unnecessary or unhealthy dependencies
6. Unnecessarily complicate communication and coordination among
team members

For example, consider a situation which a student is receiving support from an itinerant teacher for students with visual impairments
through a half hour
indirect service and a half hour of direct service
each week. Assume that this service provision option has been in place
for a few months and no major changes have occurred
the student's
needs, all team members agree that this type and level of service is appropriate
addressing the student's existing needs. After attending a
workshop on some new teaching techniques,
enthused
wellintentioned teacher decides to change the recommendation to 2 hours of
direct service weekly. (This type of isolated decision making would not
occur when using VISTA.) Although intended to help the student,
additional hour and a half of direct service creates scheduling problems for
the classroom teacher, causes the student to fall behind in her studies, recooperative group with classmates, and leads to
duces her time a
negative feelings by the student who thinks she must have done something wrong to need twice as much special help.
it is important to recognize that only-as-special-asnecessary does not mean "less is always best" or "only a little is plenty"
(M. Collins, personal communication, December, 1994). The only-asspecial-as-necessary approach is based on the notion of determining the
appropriate amount and type of services for each student, rather than trymost services possible; this will necessarily be a collecing to obtain
Use a Value System to Guide Decision Making
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tive best guess. This approach also seeks to identify and draw upon natural supports, meaning those currently existing and available to students
without disabilities [e.g., guidance counselors, teachers, peers, paraprofessionals, instructional support teams). It is important to remember that,
when used as intended, the only-as-special-as-necessary approach is a
value orientation agreed to by the team, which includes the family. It is
never imposed on consumers by professionals.
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5
DETERMINE FUNCTIONS OF SERVICE
PROVIDERS AND
INTERRELATEDNESS

ESSENTIAL fUNCTIONS OF SUPPORTSERVICES
It is essential that team members have a shared understanding of what
functions each person serves and understand how members' functions are
interrelated to support the components of a student's educational program. In a recent study, 318 special educators, related services providers,
and parents of students with severe disabilities rated a set of support services functions commonly cited in the professional literature [Ciangreco,
1990). These people indicated the following as the four most important
functions for serving students with severe disabilities:
1. Developing adaptations and/or equipment to allow for active participation and/or prevent negative outcomes, such as regression, deformity, discomfort, and pain
2. Transferring information and skills to others, such as related services
providers, educators, and parents
3. Serving as a resource and/or support to the family
4. Applying discipline-specific methods or techniques to promote active
participation and/or prevent negative outcomes
These essential functions may be augmented by discretionary functions
that are individually and situationally appropriate. All individually selected functions should be pursued within the context of collaborative
and ongoing assessment, planning, implementation, and evaluation.
Adapting Support Services as Students Age
Support services to students often decrease with chronological age, based
on assumptions frequently pertaining to prognosis for remediation. Age
can, and should, be considered in a different light. As students grow older,
they may be presented with new environments and opportunities that
call for different types of supports and potential increases in services.
This can occur at times of major transitions, such as from elementary
school to high school, during participation in community-based experiences, or during transitions to employment situations (American Occupational Therapy Association, 1989; Rainforth & York, 1987; Sowers,
Hall, & Rainforth, 1992).
For example, a student with visual impairments and limited hand
use received intensive support from an occupational therapist and vision
specialist early in her elementary years to ensure access to and participation in academic classroom activities. These support personnel assisted
the general education teacher by suggesting some environmental modifications [e.g., seating, lighting), making adaptations to allow for participation in academic tasks [e.g., tactile materials), and providing some direct
teaching (e.g., braille). As the student learned new skills and other school
staff became more skillful, her need for these support services decreased.
However, when the student was in middle school, the need for more sophisticated writing and reading adaptations became evident, necessitating a temporary increase in the supports provided to identify and teach
the use of appropriate computer scanning equipment with braille output
42
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that she could use given her sensory and physical characteristics. Once in
place, support services were again lessened for a few years, only to increase later in high school when the team began transition planning for
postschool employment and community living. Transitions to the workplace and home living presented different needs.for environmental modifications, equipment adaptations, and skill development from those presented by more traditional school activities.
Clarifying the functions served by each team member and their interrelatedness helps to further develop the team's shared framework and
allows members to purposely explore service functions for potential gaps,
overlaps} and contradictions.

Determine Functions of Service Providers and Their Interrelatedness
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ApPLY ESSENTIAL CRITERIA
RECOMMENDATIONS:
EDUCATIONAL RELEVANCE AND NECESSITY

The professional literature is replete with suggested criteria for making
related services decisions for students with disabilities (American Occupational Therapy Association, 1989; Carr, 1989; Effgen, 1984; Farley et
al., 1991; Hall et al., 1992). While some of the criteria may be situationally useful [e.g., age, history) and some highly suspect (e.g., level of
parental involvement, geographic location of the student, student abilities or willingness to follow instructions), only two appear to be essential
across all situations.
Educatione] Relevance
First, it must always be considered whether a proposed support service is
educationally relevant. This can be done by referencing proposed services to identified components of the student's individualized education
program, as previously
by
team [i.e., Priority
Outcomes, Additional
Outcomes, General Supports). For example,
if an occupational therapist suggests
his service is intended to assist
the student in handwriting, and handwriting is an identified component
of the educational program, then relevance has been established. Conversely, if handwriting is not part of the identified educational program,
then relevance has not been established-there is not a match between
the content of the educational program and the proposed service.
This kind of mismatch may be a sign that team members have separate agendas specific to their professional disciplines and that the group
has not truly established a shared framework or common goals. It may
also be a
that the content of the educational program needs to be adjusted. If it is adjusted to reflect the input of a particular member, it is
the entire team
new addition or change in the
program is consistent
educational needs of the student. Quality
support services decision making is unlikely to occur if a student's educauV'.u:u program is actually just a compilation of disjointed content based
on what each group member individually values from
perspective of
his or
discipline.
Educational Necessity
If a proposed support service is educationally relevant, then the second
set of essential criteria must be considered to determine if the service is
educationally necessary. It is possible for a service to be educationally
relevant, but not educationally necessary.
Delrerf"in.ing fda:scatiolrual Necessity

There are at least four basic ways to determine educational necessity (see
Table 3).
Criterion One First, ask yourselves if there is any existing information to suggest that the absence of the proposed service will interfere
with the student's access to or participation in his or
educational program, including pursuit of identified learning outcomes. If the absence of
46
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Table 3
Four criteria to determine educational necessity
The following questions should be considered by the team when attempting
to determine the educational necessity of support services:

1. Is there any information to suggest that the absence of
proposed service will interfere with the student's access to, or participation in, his or
her individualized education program?

2. For each component of the educational program, do the service recommendations of team members present any undesirable or unnecessary
gaps} overlaps} or contradictions?

the ser-

3.

both the sender and receiver of the proposed service agree
vice is needed?

4.

If the proposed service is provided in one context, can it be adequately
generalized to other settings without
for direct involvement by
the specialist?
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the service poses a threat to access or meaningful participation, then the
service is necessary, if it does not pose such a threat, it is not necessary.
Accounting for issues of quality is always subjective, again highlighting
the importance of group decision making to avoid an individual solely deciding what constitutes quality. Making such decisions requires team
members to rely on the only-as-special-as-necessary value system.
For example, transportation is a related service because it allows students to have access to education. If a student with a physical disability
cannot board a standard bus or travel on it safely, then it is appropriate for
the school to provide specialized transportation supports, such as having
a wheelchair lift installed on the bus and removing some seats to allow
the student's wheelchair to be safely secured in transit. Without this accommodation, the student's access to education is compromised because
he may not be able to get to school. Based on the characteristics of effective support services provision presented in Table I, services and accommodations should be the most typical and least restrictive, therefore, in
this example, the need for specialized transportation does not necessarily
mean a special bus only for students with disabilities. Less restrictive options should be pursued that will serve the student with a disability, as
well as neighborhood schoolmates without disabilities.
Criterion Two If the service passes this first, most crucial, test for
necessity, then consider potential gaps, overlaps, and contradictions
among team members. For example, a necessary service to provide appropriate therapeutic positioning could be suggested by both the occupational and physical therapist. Team members need to clarify what they
are referring to regarding therapeutic positioning. If members are overlapping, the team needs to decide whether the overlap is necessary and desirable. Although identifying overlap can be validating, sometimes it is not
desirable or necessary. A gap could occur if both therapists assumed that
the other was serving the therapeutic positioning function, only to find
out later that neither was. Table 4 lists some common areas of role overlap among various disciplines.
Contradictions in service recommendations may be even more problematic. Contradictions occur when support services providers make
conflicting recommendations to the classroom staff, families, or each
other, based upon their disciplinary perspective. For example, a physical
therapist may recommend that a child's head be positioned at midline,
while the vision specialist may allow for a non-midline head position to
account for maximum use of residual vision. A therapist may recommend sidelying on the right as an alternate position for a student with
physical disabilities based on orthopedic needs, but the vision specialist
may recommend the left side because the student's visual capabilities are
significantly compromised when positioned on the right. These examples
highlight the need for support services providers to communicate with
each other on an ongoing basis, expand their own breadth of knowledge,
and work collaboratively with each other to design learning experiences
that make the most sense for the student.
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Table 4
Common areas of role overlap
Occupational
therapist

Orientation
and mobility
specialist
Making
adaptations

Orientation
and mobility
specialist

Parent and
family
Making
adaptations

Physical
therapist
Making adaprations, seating, positioning, handling
equipment,
physical management

Making adap- Mobility
tations, report- training
ing skill levels
in nonschool
settings, teaching domestic
and community skills

Speechlanguage
pathologist

Teacher

Feeding, other
oral programs,
posture

Making adaptations, teaching self-care,
daily living,
recreational,
and vocational
skills

Pragmatic Ianguage usage in
community
settings

Making adaprations, teaching travel, domestic, and
community
skills

Parent and
family

Making adaprations, teaching daily living
skills

Making adaptations, reporting skill levels
in nonschool
settings

Feeding, communication
development

Making
adaptations;
teaching daily
living, community, domestic,
recreational,
cornmunication, and social
skills

Physical
therapist

Making adaptations, seating, positioning, handling,
equipment,
physical
management

Mobility
training

Breathing,
posture

Making adaprations, motor
programming

Speechlanguage
pathologist

Feeding, other
oral programs,
posture

Pragmatic Ianguage usage in
community
settings

Feeding, communication
development

Teacher

Making adaprations, teaching self-care,
daily living,
recreational,
and vocational
skills

Making adaptations, teaching travel, domestic, and
community
skills

Making adapta Making adaptions, teaching rations, motor
daily living,
programming
community,
domestic,
recreational,
communication, and socia
skills

Communication, pragmatic
language use

Breathing,
posture

Communication, pragmatic
language use

From Giangreco, M.F., & Eichinger, J. (1991). Related services and the transdisciplinary approach: A parent/professional
training module. In M. Anketell, E.]. Bailey, ]. Houghton, A. O'Dea, B. Utley, & D. Wickham (Eds.), A series of training modules for educating children and youth with dual sensory and multiple impairments (p. 55). Monmouth; OR: Teaching Research
Publications; reprinted by permission.

Note: These are examples, not a comprehensive list of overlaps.
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A third way to explore the potential necessity of
support services is to check with both the sender and receiver of the service. For example, an occupational therapist may say that she needs to
transfer specialized information and skills regarding eating and drinking
to the paraprofessional who works with the student at lunchtime. In this
example, although serving this function may meet the previous tests for
necessity, the team may agree that the paraprofessional is sufficiently experienced and skilled with this particular student to make this support
unnecessary.
The potential receiver of a service also may make it known that he
needs a certain type of support. For example, if the General Supports for a
student indicate that one of the student's personal needs is assistance
with eating, the teacher may explain that the newly hired paraprofessional has no experience in assisting a child with oral-motor difficulties
with eating and therefore may require transfer of information and skills
from the occupational therapist. When possible, it is always desirable to
check directly with the student; this can provide essential information
and experience in promoting self-advocacy.
Criterion four A fourth determinant for necessity involves considering whether a service provided in one context can be adequately generalized to other settings without the direct involvement of the specialist.
For example, if the physical therapist has assisted core team members by
sharing specialized information and skills pertaining to transfers in and
out of a student's wheelchair in the general education classroom, the
team needs to determine whether it is necessary for the therapist to be directly involved in the same transfer of information and skills across all
environments where wheelchair transfers will occur [e.g., gymnasium,
cafeteria, playground, library), or whether such information and skills
can be adequately transferred to other places and people, possibly with a
specialist monitoring to ensure quality and accountability.
These simple determinants of necessity can assist in avoiding the inherent problems of overservice discussed earlier.
Criterion Three

SO/Section III: Guideline 6
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DETERMINE WHO HAS AUTHORITY
FOR DECISION MAKING: CONSENSUS

DETERMINING DECISION-MAKING AUTHORITY

There are three basic options for determining who has authority to make
decisions, each with positive and negative features [Ciangreco, 1990). In
autocratic decision making, the specialist retains individual authority.
For example! it is not uncommon for each support services provider
working with a student to independently conduct his or her own assessment, select goals, and make service recommendations. Democratic decision making provides one vote for each team member and, like an election, majority rules. Both autocratic and democratic decision making are
quick, easy, and familiar; yet, they present significant drawbacks.
Autocratic Decision Making

Autocratic decision making increases the probability of individual errors
in judgment and is likely to perpetuate disjointed and fragmented services by failing to account for interrelationships among team members.
For example, a well-intentioned special educator could recommend to the
classroom teacher the use of large print materials for a student with visual impairments. The special educator may not know, given his cursory
background in visual impairments! that large print materials are an inappropriate recommendation for this student. This individual error in judgment could have been avoided by jointly considering the recommendation with other team members who know more about visual impairments.
This issue can become especially problematic for school-based staff when
well-intentioned physicians write prescriptions for services like occupational and physical therapy without the benefit of being part of the team
or having any notion of the educational relevance and/or necessity of the
services being prescribed.
Democratic Decision Making

Democratic decision making tends to polarize factions within teams,
fails to recognize the potential value of dissenting opinions, and invariably leaves parents outnumbered. For example, the prevailing opinion on
a team is that a student with cerebral palsy should receive passive range
of motion therapy-this is what has been done in the past and people are
comfortable with it. The mother, who has been reading up on this topic
in the professional journals, presents a different opinion. She suggests
that more dynamic movement and more prolonged static stretching
could be better for her child. The team listens to the various viewpoints
and then democratically votes. The mother's opinion is on the losing side
of the vote, even though her suggestion might be most consistent with
current research on this topic. However, as all team members' opinions
increasingly are considered and valued and as professionals strive to keep
up with recommended practices in educational applications of their disciplines, this type of scenario should occur less frequently.
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Consensus Decision Making

Although consensus decision making is likely to require more time and
effort than autocratic or democratic approaches, the benefits outweigh
the drawbacks. Additionally, consensus decision making typically requires more .skillful group facilitation than either autocratic or democratic approaches (Ferguson, 1989). As team members seek to understand
each other's perspectives, they can rely upon their evolving shared framework to assist them with their decision making. In essence, this shared
framework represents a set of common denominators among team members. When difficult decisions arise, team members can fall back on their
shared framework and ask themselves whether the proposals being considered are consistent with what they believe about education, children,
families, and professionals.

false Consensus
It is important to avoid the trap of reaching false consensus. Within support services decision making, false consensus exists when each team
member makes recommendations and other team members simply defer
to the specialists without understanding or agreeing with the recommendations. Reaching false consensus will undermine the process of making
sound support services decisions. By reaching mutually valued agreements, team members strengthen and extend the development of their
shared framework, have opportunities to learn from and support each
other, and establish clearly communicated expectations designed to facilitate effective service provision and quality education.

Determine Who Has Authority for Decision Making /
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MATCH
MODE AND FREQUENCY OF
FUNCTIONS SERVED
SERVICE PROVISION TO

DIRECT VERSUS INDIRECT SERVICE

For years, the professional literature has included debates about the
virtues and pitfalls of direct versus indirect/consultative service provision. Tables 5-9 provide the definitions for screening, evaluation for services, periodic check, direct services, and indirect/consultative services
used in this manual.
The issue is not which mode of service provision is better, but rather
which mode or combination of modes matches the function being served.
Such decisions should be considered temporal and dynamic, rather than
fixed and static. The appropriateness of a particular type of service provision mode may change throughout the school year as circumstances or
student needs change. Once a function has been determined to be educationally relevant and necessary, the team can determine the appropriate
mode of service provision by considering whether the function lends itself to direct or indirect services.
For example, assume that an occupational therapist builds or modifies an adapted switch so that it is individually appropriate for a student
and then trains other team members on its use. Both of these functions
(making the adaptation and transferring information/skills) are indirect
services. These indirect functions require the specialist to have knowledge of the student and interact with him, but only to gather information
and work through others; the therapist does not provide any direct therapeutic intervention in this scenario.
It is possible for a student to receive educationally relevant and necessary support services indirectly or through a direct/indirect combination. Because skills and knowledge of support services providers need to
be extended to other team members, it is not likely that a student could
receive appropriate support services in a direct service mode exclusively;
yet, this remains a common practice. Team members can determine
which modes of service provision match the educationally relevant and
necessary functions and make an initial estimate of the time required to
fulfill them. It is necessary to make an educated guess, rather than rely
on a formula-generated service frequency, because of the numerous variations in personnel, families, schools, and students.
RECOMMENDING A LEVEL OF SERVICES

Due to national and regional shortages of support services providers,
team members sometimes ask, "Should we recommend the type and
amount of services we think are appropriate; or, should we recommend
what we believe we can reasonably provide given our resources, even if
that is less than what we think is appropriate?" Teams should recommend what they collectively agree are the types and amount of educationally relevant services the student requires in order to benefit from her
educational program. Recommendations should not be altered to reflect
staff shortages. Rather, discrepancies between recommended and actual
service provision should be documented along with the actions being
58 /
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taken to address the discrepancy; this information should be communicated to all team members.
For example, a team has thoroughly reviewed Ialen's educational program and agrees that he needs to receive a combination of direct and indirect services from a speech-language pathologist twice weekly. Ms.
Padilla, the speech-language pathologist, is in agreement but explains to
the team that her caseload is overloaded and she cannot foresee a way to
provide the level of service being recommended. The school representative acknowledges to the team that she has been trying unsuccessfully for
the past year to hire an additional speech-language pathologist for their
school. The team agrees that they should make sure that [alen's IEP indicates the type, modes, and amount of speech-language services he needs,
even though there is some possibility that the actual amount may be less.
The official school representative should write a letter to parents whose
children receive this service explaining the nature of the shortage, how
decisions are being made in the interim, and what steps are being taken
to obtain the recommended services [e.g., employment postings, newspaper ads, contacts with regional training programs]. In this way, when
services do become available with the hiring of an additional staff member, Ialen can immediately receive the services he needs.
Be wary of formulas that offer prescribed modes of service provision,
frequencies, and duration. Reasoned decision making will be facilitated
by a group of competent and caring team members working together to
understand each others' perspectives and build a shared framework. As
you review the following service definitions it is not important that you
adopt these particular definitions, but that-as part of your team's efforts
to develop a shared framework-you collectively agree upon what is
meant by various service provision terms. Adopt or develop working definitions that everyone can agree upon.

Match the Mode and Frequency of Service Provision to the Functions Served /
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Table 5
Screening
Screening is conducted by support services personnel to assist the team in determining the potential need for more in-depth evaluation within a particular
discipline [e.g., physical therapy). Screening may include activities such as
observation of the student in typical environments and activities, use of
screening tools, record review, and interviews with team members. Screening
takes a relatively short time and provides only a general indication of functioning level and needs. Screening may result in one of two outcomes:

1. Based on the information collected during screening by the support services staff, and subsequently shared with the team, the team may recommend that the student does not require involvement from the particular
support service in order to benefit from his or her educational program; a
rationale for this should be documented in the screening report and it
should be noted that this was a team, rather than individual, decision.

2. Based on the information collected during screening by the support services staff, and subsequently shared with the team, the team may recommend that the student receive a more in-depth evaluation if the team suspects that the student may require involvement from a particular support
service in order to benefit from his or her educational program. When recommending the need for an evaluation, the team should be as explicit as
possible in specifying the areas of concern.

However, recommendations for support services [e.g., type, frequency,
direct/indirect) should not be made based upon the results of screening
alone since the information is insufficient to make service provision
recommendations.
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Table 6
Evaluation

servIces

Students who have undergone screening or those who the team believes will
require support services because of the nature or severity of the disability
viewed in relation to the student's educational program should be evaluated
for potential service provision. Evaluations take more time and are more
depth than screenings, although they may consist of more extensive forms of
many of the same activities, such as observation of
student in typical environments and activities, use of formal assessment tools, record review, and
interviews with team members.
purpose of evaluation is to determine
levels of functioning, assist in determining student needs; identify student
strengths and abilities to pursue her individualized education program, and
generate initial strategies for potential implementation by the team. Evaluations result in one of two outcomes:

1. Based on the information collected during evaluation by the support services staff; and subsequently shared with the team; the team may recommend that the student does not require involvement from the particular
support service in order to benefit from his or her educational program; a
rationale for this should be documented the evaluation report and it
should be noted that this was a team, rather than individual; decision.

2. Based on the information collected during evaluation by the support services staff, and subsequently shared with the team, the team may recommend that the student receive the specified support servicets] in a group;
on an individual basis (directly and/or indirectly), or through a combinaof options.
recommendations should meet the standards for educational relevance and necessity and be agreed to by the team.
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Table 7
Periodic check (monitoring)
Periodic check consists of monitoring a student relative to the components of
his educational program, typically after the team has recommended that a
particular service be discontinued; it does not provide for any direct or indirect services. Periodic check provides a safety net so that students are not
abruptly discontinued from services, the fidelity of roles released to others
are monitored, and it can be determined if the student needs something
new or different in the future. Any decision to discontinue direct or indirect
service and institute a periodic check should be made by team consensus.
Periodic checks take place in educational environments frequented by the
student and occur less often than direct or indirect services [e.g., 2-4
times annually).
The purpose of the periodic check is to consider whether there has been
any significant change necessitating reintroduction of services. This determination is accomplished by collecting student educational access and performance data in the absence of the support service. Theoretically, if no negative
outcomes surface based on the absence of the support service over an agreedupon length of time (e.g., 1-2 semesters), the team can be more confident in
discharging a student from the particular service.
A brief written report should be submitted by the support services
provider to the team. The team can then use the information to make one of
three general recommendations:
1. Continue periodic checks at specified intervals.
2. Consider service provision [e.g., indirect).
3. Discharge from service.

If a student's status changes in the future, he can always be referred for
service provision.
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Table 8
Direct services (individual)
Direct services refer to specialized services provided to students directly by
specialists on a one-to-one basis. Direct service is provided in situations
where the specialized input provided by a skilled service provider is the only
way to serve the student appropriately. This option should be considered
carefully and used only when necessary because it presents the potential for
significant restrictions on a student's access to typical school experiences and
is generally considered the most intrusive service option. Direct services can
be provided in any variety of locations, such as the classroom, school
grounds, community, or private settings. Determining the location of direct
services provision should take into account the nature of the service to be
provided and attempt to balance issues such as the student's right to have access to typical activities and environments with peers who do not have disabilities, student privacy, and educational impact. In instances in which a
student is removed from the locations where students without disabilities
would typically receive services, the team should establish a plan to reintroduce the student to the typical environment as soon as possible.
Direct services can be provided in groups as well as individually. With increasing opportunities for inclusive educational experiences, school personnel have been exploring some creative options for providing direct services
within heterogeneous groups that include students with and without disabilities. Direct services should include some level of indirect/consultative service with other team members to ensure that specialized input can be incorporated in daily activities.
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Table 9
Indirect/consultative services (individual)
Indirect services, sometimes called consultations, refer to the reciprocal
exchange of ideas, information, and skills among team members related to
individualized education program components for a student. Consultation
necessarily requires direct interaction between the student and the service
provider on an ongoing basis for the purpose of assessment, training others,
being trained by others, monitoring, adjusting, or evaluating-the purpose of
this direct interaction therefore is different from the interactions between the
service provider and the student when direct services are offered. Consultation should result in a written plan agreed to by team members.
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DETERMINE THE LEAST RESTRICTIVE LOCATION
AND STRATEGIES FOR SERVICE PROVISION

MOVING SERVICES OUT Of ISOLATED SETTINGS

Traditionally, many support services have been provided in isolated settings [e.g., therapy rooms] using specialized strategies that may be considered unusual or intrusive if used in general classroom settings. As integrated provision of support services became increasingly recognized as
more effective than isolated service provision, confusion surfaced regarding where and how these new services were to occur [Ciangreco, York, et
al., 1989; York, Rainforth, &. Giangreco, 1990). Some well-intentioned
team members have arranged for traditional, isolated service provision to
take place within the classroom; this does not necessarily constitute effective, integrated provision of support services. In fact, provision of certain types of services in the classroom or other school locations could potentially be inappropriate.
For example, one day in the school cafeteria, a concerned second
grader asked her teacher, "Why does that lady have Lauren in a headlock
and why is she making her gag? I don't think Lauren is having a very good
time." An itinerant occupational therapist was attempting to elicit a gag
reflex and subsequently was using full jaw control with Lauren. Although
the techniques used by the therapist are standard and may not stand out
negatively in a special school or special class, in the general education
cafeteria they conjure up images of a wrestler using a headlock.
Using Socially Acceptable Approaches
Team members should strive to provide services in the most natural environments and use approaches that are socially acceptable within those
integrated settings. As mentioned earlier, when the context changes, people's reality often changes and may be different from your own. What is
done for, or with, students with disabilities must enhance their status. In
other words, students with disabilities should not be made to look bad in
front of their peers in the name of service. It is important to consider the
student's privacy, dignity, and preferences, as well as the perceptions of
peers when selecting both where services will be provided and what
strategies will be used. If the team agrees that a student temporarily
needs to receive services in a private setting, plans should be put in place
to monitor the situation and create mechanisms to reintegrate the student into the typical school and classroom settings as soon as possible.
When considering location and strategies, teams should always start with
or strive for those that are the least restrictive and least intrusive, while
attending to identified student needs.
In some situations, services such as clean intermittent catheterization will always be provided in a private setting. The reasoning for this
remains consistent-students with disabilities should be able to receive
services in the same types of locations as students without disabilities.
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IN ONGOING IMPLEMENTATION
OF SUPPORT SERVICES

EVALUATING THE EFFECTIVENESS Of SUPPORT SERVICES
Once the team has a reasoned plan, support services can be implemented
through either a combination of direct and indirect services or primarily
indirect services. One question often left unanswered is whether the provision of the support services has been effective. The first step in being
able to evaluate the impact of a support service is to know what components of the educational program the service was intended to help. As
discussed earlier in this guidebook, a service could be designed to address
the student's Learning Outcomes or General Supports. By knowing educational program components and service functions, the team can ask individually appropriate questions such as the following: Has the service
provided access to, or allowed for participation in, the educational program? Has the service facilitated improvement in identified learning outcomes that would probably not occur in the absence of the service?
Impact on Valued Life Outcomes

Although educational access! participation! and improvement learning
outcomes through direct observation, report! and portfolio assessment
are meaningful indicators to evaluate support services, ultimately the
team should consider if! and how, the student has experienced positive
changes in her valued life outcomes as a result of the service. In other
words! is the student's life better; and if so! is it because she received this
service? Thinking about these kinds of quality of life issues is complex
and highly individualized (Dennis! Williams! Ciangreco, & Cloninger!
1993).
Parents of children with disabilities have identified some valued life
outcomes:
1. Being safe and healthy
2. Having networks of personally meaningful relationships
3. Having choice and control that matches one's age and cultural context
4. Having a variety of interesting places to go and meaningful activities
to do
5. Having a home to live in! now and in the future
6. Engaging in personal growth and lifelong learning
7. Contributing to ones community [Ciangreco, Cloninger! Dennis, &
Edelman! 1993; Ciangreco, Cloninger! et al., 1991)
These are the same outcomes families value for their children who do not
have disabilities.
Methods of Ongoing Evaluation

As both quantitative and qualitative data are gathered to evaluate the effect of support services! the educational relevance and necessity of services and the emergent interrelationships among team members must
continually be considered as changes occur in team membership! the
context for learning! the
and the student. Classic work on the so72 /
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cial validity of outcomes [i.e., social comparison, subjective evaluation]
can serve as a helpful way to think about theimpact services are having
on students and families [Kazdin, 1977; Wolf, 19781. As implementation
continues to meet identified student needs, team members can assist
each other by providing individually determined moral support, technical
support, resource support,and evaluation support (York, Ciangreco, Vandercook, & Macdonald, 19921.

Engage in Ongoing Implementation and Evaluation of Support Services /
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Answering the "W II Questions
General Preparation
Getting Ready for the VISTA Meeting
Having the VISTA Meeting
What Comes After the VISTA Meeting

As you proceed through VISTA, it is important to remember that VISTA
is neither a formula nor a standardized process. It is designed to guide the
decision-making process regarding educationally relevant and necessary
support services-your team should feel free to adapt the general guidelines presented in VISTA to match your specific circumstances. If adaptations to the process are made, the team is responsible for ensuring that
the changes are congruent with the underlying principles and concepts
upon which VISTA is built.
However, there are two obvious, albeit important, points to consider.
First, in order to participate in VISTA, each team member must know the
student. There are people who are assigned to a student, attend a meeting
to make service provision decisions, and become frustrated with the
VISTA process without having met or spent sufficient time with the student to have an informed, experience-based perspective. This may be an
indicator that these individuals actually are not extended team members
but may provide situational support to the team upon request. Second,
each team member must be competent in his or her own field. In use, the
VISTA process has provided opportunities for competent team members
to demonstrate their skills and knowledge, regardless of their personal
styles. In the same light, participating in the VISTA process has, on occasion, exposed a lack of professional competency in a small number of
team members. The VISTA process will not overcome a lack of competency in one's respective field, it will only provide possibilities to share
existing competencies and potentially develop new ones.
A small set of forms appears in this section and in Appendices B, C,
and D. As you proceed through the process, it is understandable that
more paperwork is the very last thing you want, and every effort has been
made to keep these forms to a minimum. They are there for those of you
who find them helpful. For those teams who feel they can effectively use
VISTA without all of the paperwork, great! However, the forms can be
helpful, especially when you are first learning the process. Once team
members become knowledgeable about the process and internalize the
concepts, some of the forms may be less important, although they can
still be helpful as a way to document your team's decisions or orient new
team members to the process. Remember to be flexible when using the
forms. The examples provided in this manual are just that-c-examples,
make notations on the VISTA Worksheet, VISTA Team Summary form,
and in the VISTA Team Meeting Minutes in ways that make sense to
you.
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QUESTIONS

Which Students Can Benefit from VISTA?
VISTA can be used for any student receiving educational support from
two or more people. It is most useful for students who receive related services [e.g., speech-language pathology, physical therapy, vision supports).
However, categorical or disability labels are irrelevant, as VISTA is based
have any
exclusively on service needs; it can be used with students
type and extent of disability. VISTA guidelines also can be applied to students
disabilities who do not receive related services but do receive
other supportive educational services from two or more people, such as
paraprofessional supports or team teachers.
Which Support Services Does
Address?
VISTA addresses any support services designed to assist those providing
primary instruction to students on an ongoing basis [e.g., general classroom teachers, paraprofessionals, special educators). Typically, support
services include any related services disciplines that may be individually
appropriate for a student [e.g.jspeech-Ianguage pathology, physical therapy, occupational therapy). VISTA users are encouraged to view support
services as more broad than related services and
support services
providers who are generally available to students without disabilities
[e.g., guidance counselors, school nurses). As students with disabilities
are increasingly placed in general education classes, specialeducators are
serving in consulting and support capacities to varying extents, although
they still have responsibilities to provide primary instruction in some situations. When a student is in a general education class, the special educator
be a support services provider and!or a person providing some
level of primary instruction.
Wtllich Team Members Should Be

About

IUU,T"';g

core and extended team members need to be knowledgeable about
VISTA and willing to participate the process of making consensus decidetermining educasions. VISTA is designed to assist team members
tionally relevant support services that are only-as-special-as-necessary,
Sholuld Organize and
the
to Complete VISTA?
Typically, the responsibility for organization and facilitation has been assumed by a designated service coordinator;
be any team member but is frequently the special educator. is important to recognize, account for, and coordinate the various
that serve a student. For
have an individual student planexample, a student with disabilities
ning team and may have an individual transition planning team. These
teams may have some overlapping membership with nonschool members, such as staff from a vocational rehabilitation, mental health, or
community living agency.
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Who Needs to Be Present at the VISTA Meeting?

The people who need to be physically present at the VISTA meeting for a
particular student will vary, but every team member does not necessarily
need to be present, although all should be welcome. It is essential that
the family be represented at this meeting as the decisions made at the
meeting will affect them directly. This can mean one or both parents, the
student when appropriate, and/or other family members or friends as selected by the family [e.g., grandparent, sibling, aunt). All support services
providers currently involved with the student should be in attendance, as
should the special educator and the student's classroom teacher. However, given the realities of caseload sizes, it may not be feasible for some
support services providers to attend the VISTA meeting; especially if
their involvement with the student is minimal. In such cases, the team
member who plans not to be in attendance should have his or her concerns represented by a team member who does plan to attend the VISTA
meeting. If the student has multiple classroom teachers, such as special
area teachers [e.g., art, music, physical education], it is not essential that
they an attend the VISTA meeting. However, if they do not attend, someone from the team should have the responsibility for communicating
with each of them prior to the meeting to gain their perspectives, concerns, and perceived needs.
The paraprofessional is often excluded when significant decisions are
being made, despite the fact that she is an important team member and
may spend more time with the student than anyone else. Paraprofessionals should also be welcomed at the VISTA meeting or have their views
represented by another team member.
When determining who should participate in the meeting, it will
typically be more fruitful if you limit attendance to a reasonable number-more will not necessarily be better. Reaching consensus with five or
six people is usually much easier and faster than reaching consensus with
a dozen or more, huge meetings should be avoided unless deemed absolutely necessary. If you have related services providers who are infrequently involved with a student [e.g., a vision consultant who visits
twice a year), your team may decide to view this person's role as a situational resource rather than an extended team member; this can help limit
team size and ease problems associated with coordinating multiple team
members' schedules.
When During the School Year Should VISTA Be Done?

VISTA meetings are usually held once annually. It is recommended that
the VISTA meeting occur in the spring in preparation for the coming
school year. This works especially well for teams that plan all of their
IEPs in the spring for use the following fall. Some schools plan a student's
IEP on or near his birthday, which can present a logistical dilemma when
the birthday is not near the end of the school year. This is an issue that
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your team will need to decide. The information in this guide is based on
spring planning, which does the following:
1. Enables team members who have a thorough knowledge of the child
to make decisions
2. Ensures that a plan is in place to start the school year, even if it requires adjustment after school starts
3. Allows the family to meet with familiar people
4. Assists in transition planning to new classrooms or schools
Where Should the VISTA Meeting Be Held?

The VISTA meeting can be held in any location that has enough space to
accommodate the participants and provides sufficient privacy to maintain confidentiality. The family should be involved in the decision, as a
main consideration in identifying a suitable location is what is comfortable for the family. Some families may be more comfortable in their own
home, others would prefer school, and still others might prefer an alternative location such as a local community center.
Where Does the VISTA Process Fit into the Bigger Picture of IEP Planning?

VISTA is used to assist in planning the IEP. Planning a truly individualized education program is a dynamic process that occurs over time. As
suggested throughout this guidebook, determining support services follows a logical sequence that starts with learning some basic information
[e.g., student characteristics-'student learning outcomes, characteristics
of the educational placement). However, good planning will reveal interactions among the various aspects of educational planning. Even though
learning outcomes must be known to make educationally relevant and
necessary support services decisions, selection of support services may
prompt team members to rethink and modify proposed learning outcomes. Similarly, recommendations to provide specific supports are
likely to affect the need for other services. Therefore, although you are
encouraged to follow a logical sequence of events in your planning
process, be aware that all of the events are undeniably interrelated and
interactive.
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GENERAL PREPARATION

Do List
Date Completed
1. Form a team, including people who will
be affected by team decisions.
2. Have team members share information
with each other about the skills, abilities,
and interests they each bring to the team.
3. Designate each team member as part of
either the core or extended team. Others
may be listed as situational resources.
(Use the Team Membership Worksheet if
desired.]
4. Have each team member read the VISTA
manual.

5. Make sure each team member understands the principles of VISTA and is
making an informed decision to participate in the process.
6. Make sure each team member knows the
student for whom the team is planning or
makes arrangements to get to know the
student through observation, direct interaction, or assessment.

See Appendix D for To Do Lists.
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Tea
Team members' names

Relationship
to student

Core (C),
Extended (E),
or Situational
Resource (SR)

I agree to
use VISTA
(initials)

At VISTA?
(Y or N)

c

y

c
y
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See Appendix
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GETTING READY FOR THE

VISTA MEETING

To Do List #2
Tasks

Date Completed

7. All team members agree to determine
the components of the educational program including the following:
a. A small set of Priority Learning Outcomes that are individualized, family selected, and discipline-free
b. Additional Learning Outcomes that
extend beyond the top priorities
c. General Supports to be done to or for
the student to allow access to or participation in school
8. Arrange a time and place for the VISTA
meeting that is acceptable to the family.
9.

Prepare the VISTA Worksheet by filling
in the educational program components
in the appropriate spaces (left column).

10. Determine which team members will be
present at the VISTA meeting and distribute a copy of the VISTA Worksheet
along with the Program-at-a-Glance.
11. Determine which team members will
not be present at the VISTA meeting and
obtain their input, ideas, and concerns.
12. Prepare for the VISTA meeting by having each team member consider what
services and functions he or she thinks
should be proposed.
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HElPfUL HINTS
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Organize the Program-at-a-Glance with the General Supports first,
Priority Learning Outcomes second, and Additional Learning Outcomes third. The General Supports items tend to be more concrete
than the others, which helps with the initial decision making.
Organize the General Supports and Additional Learning Outcomes by
categories [e.g., General Supports: Physical Needs, Personal Needs,
Teaching Others About the Student, Sensory Needs, Providing Access
and Opportunities; Additional Learning Outcomes: Language Arts,
Socialization, Math, Science).

•

Priority Learning Outcomes can be abbreviated to reflect the essence
of the priority [e.g., makes choices when presented with options,
writes/types name, initiates interactions with peers, adds two-digit
numbers).

•

Priority Learning Outcomes can be organized so that similar items are
grouped together. For example, if three of the eight top priorities are
from the communication domain, list them consecutively; if another
three are from the socialization area, list them consecutively.

/ill

It can be helpful to.number the Program-at-a-Glance General Supports and Additional Learning Outcomes categories as well as the Priority Learning Outcomes to correspond exactly with the reference
numbers on the VISTA Worksheet.
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rograrn-at- Glance
Physical Needs:
4!1 Reposifiof}
lead once per hour.
€i' RJ:sfural drainage and percussion half hour before lunch.
4!1 Move from place fo place in wheelchair.
Personal Needs:
fI Fed Snacks and lunch
~ DIapers changed
4!1 Dressed for ooidoors
Teaching Others About the Student:
Teach sfaff and peers whaf
facial expression» mean and how to
approach him wifhouf sfarfling him.
4!1 Teach sfaff and. peers how fo ose his wheelchair (e.q., wheel him across a
bumpy ball field safely).

§

Sensory Needs:
None correrdiy idenfified

@

Providing Access and Opportunities:
NOf}e correrdiy idenfified

@

Mal<e::s choices when preserded wdh opfiolJ::S
~ Mal<e::s
(e.q.; for object::s, food, people)
• £ng8ge::s in active Ie/sore wdh peer::s (eq., qsmes)
" Indicafe::s "more"
social irdereci/oo»
(e.g.,
fa him)
(fj

(I

(fj
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Add

learn

(List below by curriculum area.)
III

COMMUNICA1JON
Follows insiroci/oo», qreei»

n"F!i'>,'>p'

responds fo ooest/on»

II~~~~~~!..'!.
nff,lr::IiTb"::

n"'N'JI> r-e

irdereciion«, mainfains socially appropriafe behavior,

assisfance

ofhers

Gives self-idenfificafion informafion (e q., name)
Reads indiVidual leiters and short uords, Iocsies leiters on
keyboard")
qoesiian» abouf stories (yes I no),
name
Does c/essroom job with classmates
Parficipafes in small groups') parficipafes in large groups, fJJrJI~J'{<C;;
independently
a tes« (nonfrusfrafionallevel)
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HAVING THE

VISTA MEETING

To Do

#3

Tasks

Date Completed

Using the VISTA Worksheet and the
Facilitator Guide, for each
component of the educational program:
13. Indicate the personls] who will be primarily responsible for ongoing implementation on a day-to-day basis for each
listed item.
14. As each team member has a turn to propose potential services, discuss the functions to be served and verify the educational relevance of the proposed services
by comparing them to the educational
program.
15. Have the team consider the educational
necessity of proposed services for each
listed item (see Table 3).
16. After a team discussion establishing
both educational relevance and necessity, list the support services the team
has agreed should be provided. Include
services currently not provided that require evaluation.
17. Have the team recorder maintain the VISTA
Team Meeting Minutes with details that
are not included on the VISTA Worksheet [e.g., functions served by team
members).
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VISTA

rksheet

Questions to
consider during team discussion:

James Johnson
Student name
Ellen Goldsfein
facilitator
Roberto Lopez
Recorder •
SheJia Brown
Timekeeper

Are proposed services
educationally necessary?
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Have the Facilitator Guide (Appendix B) and To Do Lists (Appendix
D) in front of you during the meeting to serve as reminders.
The facilitator should take primary responsibility for the following:
Giving each team member an opportunity to have input in the
process
2. Drawing out information by asking the questions necessary to determine educational relevance and necessity
3. Equalizing opportunities for participation
4. Ensuring that consensus is reached and documented
1.

It is the facilitator's responsibility to retain the VISTA Worksheet that

documents the team's ideas while they are being put forth and when
they are finalized. Other team members should assist in facilitating
even if one person is taking the lead on this task.
• The timekeeper assists the team in staying on task and maintaining
agreed-upon time parameters.
• The recorder maintains team meeting minutes to document and elaborate on abbreviated information from the VISTA Worksheet. The
specific functions to be served by team members, as well as decisions
made by the team, should be documented in the minutes.
e Work in pencil because things will change throughout the VISTA
meeting. Some teams have found it helpful to use an overhead projector and transparencies of the VISTA forms along with washable markers so that all team members can see what is being written on the
forms.
e Have blank paper and pencils handy for informal note taking.
• It works well if the facilitator records on the VISTA Worksheet and
the recorder maintains the VISTA Team Meeting Minutes highlighting the details of the team's decisions, such as what functions are being served by various team members, reasons for decisions made, and
any other relevant specific information.
• When using the VISTA Worksheet, a variety of scoring/recording options are available to you. Choose the ones that make sense to your
team. Here are some variations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Checkmarks
Team members' initials
Initials of the various disciplines [e.g., O'T, PT, SLPj
Plus and minus symbols
Another variation that you select

These options can be used in combination. For example, it may make
sense to use the initials of team members in response to "Who will be
responsible for ongoing implementation?" Yet, a checkmark may
work well in response to "What is the function of the proposed service, and is it educationally relevant?" (The details can be recorded in
the VISTA Team Meeting Minutes.) Plus and minus symbols may
88
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Section IV

work well for the four questions under the heading "AIe proposed services educationally necessary?" Initials of support services disciplines
can be used in the final column "List services the team has agreed are
necessary. rr
e
Have the team use the VISTA .Wolksheet horizontally by starting with
the first educational program component and working left to right
through the queries listed across the top of the page.
example, take
the first listed program component and I) determine who has primary
responsibility for implementation, 2) consider the functionls] and educational relevance of the proposed service, 31 consider the four criteria
for educational necessity, and 4) list services agreed to by the team.
[Remember mode, frequency, and location
be determined later.]
lit
As shown in the examples, you can be flexible in
way you record
in the boxes on the VISTA Worksheet. The important thing is to
record in a way that makes sense to your team and to make sure details are recorded in
VISTA Team Meeting Minutes.
'" Although the facilitator is designated to provide equal opportunities
for members to respond. to the questions posed in VISTA to establish
educational relevance and necessity, other team members are encouraged to assist the facilitation process.
lit
When the facilitator poses questions, it can save time to. have people
respond to logically grouped sets of items from the Program-at-aGlance. For example, assume that there are three areas of General
Supports categories listed as part of a student's educational program.
Rather than using three rounds of discussion to consider each one of
these areas separately, the facilitator could say, "Let's start by considering all the General Supports categories. AIlene, as the physical therapist, could you
us if you see the need for physical therapy services in any of these. categories and why?" When discussing the
Priority Learning Outcomes, it will save time to inquire about related
priorities within the same round. For example, communication priorities such as "makes choices," "makes requests," "indicates more,"
and "summons others" could be asked about as a set rather than each
individually. By the time the team has gone through General Supports
and Priority Learning Outcomes, it is usually possible to inquire
about the Additional Learning Outcomes as a large set.
* Whenever the team agrees that a service is required, the function of
that service should be clear to the entire team, this
allow the
team to consider its relationship to other proposed services and also
provide a basis for evaluating the effectiveness of the service.
* When two or more services are recommended to support
same educational program component, it should be clearly understood and
documented in the VISTA Team Meeting Minutes if and how the services interrelate.
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HAVING THE

VISTA MEETING

To Do List #4
Tasks

Date Completed

Using the VISTA Team Summary and
the Facilitator Guide, for each support
service [e.g., speech-language, special
education, physical therapy, counseling):
18. List the servicel s] agreed to on the
VISTA Worksheet in the spaces provided
on the VISTA Team Summary.
19. Indicate which components of the educational program will be supported by
the respective disciplines. (Use numbers
from the VISTA Worksheet.)
20. Reach consensus regarding which mode
of service provision [e.g., consult)
matches the functions being served by
the support service.
21. Reach consensus regarding what frequency of service provision matches the
functions being served by the support
service.
22. Reach consensus on the least restrictive
location for service provision.
23. Reach consensus regarding a reevaluation date for type and frequency of each
support service.
24. Have each team member in attendance
sign the bottom of the VISTA Team
Summary as a way to establish consensus and accountability.
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VISTA Team Summary
I

Write in corresponding numbers
from VISTA Worksheet.

Student name:

Jemes Johnson

Service required to assistwith:

General
Supports

Priority
Learning
Outcomes

Additonal
Learning
Outcomes

Mode of
Service
(indirect!
direct)

Frequency
(hours of
service per
month)

Location
for Service
Provision

Date to
Evaluate
Service
Provision*

Pr

I

-

-

ind.reci

2

class

1:2-1-9~

or

-

-

indirecf

4

class

1:2-1-9~

SLP

-

0

-

indirecf

~

class

1:2-1-90

SPED

-

0-9, /I

-

indireci

10

class

1:2-1-90

Nurse

1

-

-

direcf

4

direcf

Shared
between fwo

Type of
Support
Service
Needed

Vision
reacher
reacher
AIde

* Needs

~,

II

/lision eva!. st/on ASA

reacher aide i assigned fa c essroom. Ihen
is One other sfudenf wdh m 'd disa6i/ify.

healfh

office

12-1-90

';)/!
student»

class

12-1-90

*Regularly review changes in student, family, or team status that might necessitate change in services.

We, the undersigned, have considered the individual needs of this student. We
have collectively explored the potential gaps, overlaps, and contradictions in our
service delivery recommendations. The recommendations listed herein reflect
our consensus opinion regarding the delivery of related services that we believe
are required, yet are only-as-special-as-necessary, in order for the student to
adequately have access to and/or participate in his or her educational program.

Date

5-/7-95
5"- 17 - '" S"

5-/7-'15
~-rrqtQ

5--\1-qs.5 ~ J 7- ~~
~/7"rsAttach any pertinent reports.
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As with the VISTA Worksheet, work horizontally across the VISTA
Team Summary.

411

@)

411

@)

@l

@l
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Section IV

In the spaces provided, write the numbers of the educational program
components from the VISTA Worksheet that your team has agreed require involvement by the corresponding support services.
Remember that part of the team's task is to distinguish which services are required to support which educational program components.
All team members will not be involved in supporting all educational
program components; it is conceivable that a support service may be
needed for only one part of the educational program. For example, it is
possible that physical therapy may only be required to assist with
General Supports and not for any Priority Learning Outcomes or Additional Learning Outcomes. This allows the role of the physical therapist to be documented even in instances when IEP goals are not the focus of support.
The mode of service provision should match the functions served, as
previously agreed to by the team. For example, if the team agrees that
the speech-language pathologist needs to support the student by assisting in the selection of an appropriate augmentative communication system and needs to provide training to other team members who
will teach the student to use the system, then the mode that matches
these functions is indirect service. Although the service provider
should be first given the opportunity to indicate which models) of service provision he thinks is appropriate, the team should reach consensus on this point. The facilitator should check with each member for
confirmation.
Determining the frequency of service will also be referenced to the
functions being served, as documented in the team meeting minutes.
Determining frequency will be a collective best guess. Give the service provider the first opportunity to indicate what she recommends
and then open the issue to team consideration. Adjustments
the
amount of time should be made and the facilitator should check with
each member for confirmation.
Follow a similar pattern to determine the least restrictive location for
service provision. The facilitator should check with each member for
confirmation.
Follow a similar pattern to determine the date to reevaluate service
provision. Because there may be differences of opinion within the
team, the date for evaluating services is one way to account for differences. If the team is confident in its decisions, it may set a typical
reevaluation date corresponding with the student's school policies and
practices. If there are differences within the team, it is suggested that
the team follow whichever recommendations are only-as-special-asnecessary and set a shorter-than-usual reevaluation date. The facilitator should check with each member for confirmation.

«I

If after a concerted effort the team still has not reached consensus, it
would be the responsibility of the local education agency ILEAl representative to put forth a recommendation and pursue mediation prior
to resorting to due process. This option is a last resort and should be a
rare occurrence as team members work together to understand each
others perspectives and make decisions together.
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VISTA Team Meeting Minutes
Recorder: Roberto Lopez

Date: 5-/7-95 Page: /

Numbers refer fo VISrA worssheet:
I. Maggie will need indial support from Arlene (PT) regarding James's
reposifioning. If needed, Arlene will gef inpuf from Roberto (OT).
Diane will provide posfural drainage (using sudioning machine) and
percussion with James before Ionc h-consulf Arlene re. posfural
drainage and percussion before use of machine.
:2. Although or support W8S indially suggesfed, fhe teem agreed fhaf
Maggie is good af feeding and dressing James withouf specialisf
support.
J. Karen and Lem (pererd») will feach fhe core teem whaf James's facial
expressions mean and how fo safely use his wheelchair; then,
c/essmeies can fa/{e him places under supervision. If W8S agreed fhaf
Sheia should pass fhis informafion On fa fhe class and sfaff. Almosf
forgo!, same for appro8Ching James fo CiVoid sfarfle reflex.
~-q. 1f W8S determmed fhaf tbese commorvcsiion items had a lof in
common. me SLP and or need fa help With seledingldeveloping
adapfafions (ie., commoriceion devtce) fhaf will allow James fa use
his head movemenfs fa ma/{e selections. Because fhis wi II be fhe same
across other comawncstion qoel», if W8S agreed fhaf fhe special
edocsior could apply informafionlS/{ils across these g081s and serve as
fhe primary conisci With classroom sfaff.
10. SheIla and Maggie felf fhey could handle "SU:sfains inferactions"
withouf speciali:sf support-fhey will comnwrvcsie with ert, music, and
PE feachers.
II. If W8S agreed fhaf ongOing adapfafions will be needed for games and
leisure With peers, fhis calls for SPED and or involvemenf. Also,
plan fa feach class Osbom-Psrnes Creative Problem- SolVing Process
fo assi:sf in generafing ideas.
1:2-/7. Everyone agreed fhaf decisions made abouf preViously discussed
items could be applied by fhe teecner and d/d nof require adddional
support. Also, agreed SPED should be CiV8ilable as needed fa assisf
With new needs.
NEW: ream agreed James needs Vision EV81uafion -que:sfionable acudy
NOrE: reacher e/de is assigned fa classroom, rather fhan indiVidual
siuderd», In addifion fo James, there is one other siuderd: With mid
disabilifies in fhe classroom.
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As you work through the task of determining how to provide appropriate support services for students with disabilities, it is hoped that the
ideas and strategies you have encountered in this guidebook will encourage constructive discussions and learning among team members and ultimately lead to changes in valued life outcomes for students with disabilities and their families.
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WHAT COMES AFTER THE

To

MEETING

#5

Tasks
25. Make arrangements to share and file the
results of the VISTA meeting by
a. Attaching or transferring the decisions made using VISTA to the appropriate places on the student's IEP
and/or ITP
b. Having a copy of all the VISTA documents placed in the student's permanent file
c. Sharing the VISTA documents with
each team member, including those
who were not in attendance at the
VISTA meeting
d. Providing a full copy of the VISTA
documents to the family
26. Use the VISTA Worksheet and VISTA
Team Meeting Minutes to document situational teams made up of subgroups of
team members who will need to work
together to address common goals.
27. Have the situational teams implement
their respective parts of the educational
program.
28. Evaluate the impact of each support service by considering how it has affected
access to educational opportunities, acquisition of identified learning outcomes, and valued life outcomes.
29. Use evaluative information to adjust
support services and the educational
program to meet student needs.
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h e following descriptions are meant to provide brief overviews of
common roles engaged in, and services provided by, some of the professionals from various disciplines who work with students with disabilities. These descriptions are not meant to be comprehensive but rather are
designed to provide basic information about the disciplines, particularly
for those team members who may be unfamiliar with a discipline.
Remember that these descriptions are synopses; try to avoid pigeonholing or stereotyping the disciplines based on these overviews. As with
any discipline, there are many subspecialties, which are beyond the scope
of this appendix. To some extent, all professionals overlap with some professionals in other disciplines in their areas of interest, knowledge, and
skills. Each discipline also brings a unique perspective. It is important to
keep in mind that each team member is an individual and may have different skills from those listed here. Check with each of your team members to find out exactly what skill areas each will bring to the team.
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS
Occupational therapists (OTs) work with a range of students with disabilities, emphasizing purposeful activity. Traditionally, OTs have relied on
handwork, crafts, and recreation as ways to assist people with disabilities. Over the years, they have broadened the approaches they use. Frequently associated with their skills in the areas of therapeutic positioning, making adaptations, activities of daily living [e.g., dressing, eating,
grooming), splinting, and hand function [e.g., writing) for students with
physical disabilities, OTs are also recognized for their work with students
who have neurological, emotional/behavioral, and sensory disabilities.
Because of the broad scope of occupational therapy, overlap exists with
many other disciplines.
For More Information Contact:

American Occupational Therapy Association (AOTA)
1383 Piccard Drive
Post Office Box 1725
Rockville, Maryland 20849-1725
ORIENTATION AND MOBILITY INSTRUCTORS
Orientation and mobility (0 & M) instructors are specially trained and
certified to assist people who are blind or have visual impairments. They
are most closely associated with teaching travel skills [e.g., cane use) and
other skills that allow people with visual impairments to travel safely in
the community, around their homes, at work, and at school. 0 & M instructors also teach protective techniques, search techniques, safety orientation to the physical environment, and concepts that assist people to
more fully orient themselves to the environment. 0 & M instructors help
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select the appropriate equipment or adaptations to assist in orienting to,
moving about, or participating in a variety of environments [e.g., folding
money for tactile identification, tactile marking of a stove/oven controls).
Orientation and mobility instructors have specialized training that is different from the training of teachers of people who are blind or have visual
impairments, although some overlap exists.

For More Information Contact:
Association for Education and Rehabilitation of the Blind and
Visually Impaired (AER)
206 North Washington Street, Suite 320
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
PHYSICAL THERAPISTS

Physical therapists (PTs) typically work with students who have a wide
variety of physical disabilities. Traditionally, they use agents, such as
heat} cold, light} air, sound} water, and electricity, as well as exercise and
massage. In public schools} physical therapists are often sought out to
identify barriers to accessibility, design or select specialized mobility or
positioning equipment [e.g., wheelchairs, standing devices], and assist in
restoring} extending, or rn.aintaining a student's range and quality of
movement. Physical therapists also. assist with the management of specialized equipment [e.g., body jackets, braces} prosthetic limbs). In
schools, PTs tend to overlap most prominently with OTs} although overlap with other disciplines exists.

For More Information Contact:
American Physical Therapy Association (APTA)
Section on Pediatrics
1111 North Fairfax Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS

School psychologists are most closely associated with the psychological
testing of students with disabilities, which helps to determine these students' eligibility for special education. Although testing tends to consume a great deal of many school psychologists' time} they can serve
many other important functions. School psychologists are often skilled in
behavior management strategies and can provide individual or group
counseling for students. School psychologists' behavior management
roles tend to overlap with special educators, while their counseling roles
tend to overlap with guidance counselors} other school counselors, or
counselors from other agencies [e.g., mental health).
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For More Information Contact:

National Association of School Psychologists (NASP)
808 17th Street; NW; Suite 200
Washington; D.C. 20006

The role of special educators (SPEDs) in general education classrooms is
evolving as the population of students with disabilities being served in
general education expands. In 1996; it would be premature to limit the
ways in which special educators might support students with disabilities
general education classes, as well as in integrated community and vocational settings. The special educator's role frequently involves assisting
in the assessment, design, adaptation; implementation, and evaluation of
curriculum and instruction in ways that meet the individual characteristics and needs of students. Sometimes special educators will serve primarily consultative roles in the general education classroom, at other
times, they are involved in direct teaching with a student-either individually or as part of a group that includes students without disabilities.
Special educators are also trained in behavior and classroom management
techniques. In some schools, the special educator serves as the IEP manager, ensuring that all IEP requirements are met by coordinating activities and personnel. The special educator, by virtue of her more general
roles, tends to overlap with many disciplines, most prominently general
education and speech-language pathology. Special educators tend to have
specialties based on their training and experience [e.g., learning disabilities, severe disabilities, emotional/behavior problems], therefore it is important to find out what types of students the special educator on your
team is accustomed to teaching.
For More Information Contact:

Council for Exceptional Children (CEC)
1920 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091
(Note: CEC has several divisions related to various aspects of special
education, such as learning disabilities, mental retardation, behavior
disorders, communication disorders, early childhood, health and physical impairments, etc. j
The Association for Persons with Severe Handicaps (TASHj
29 West Susquehanna Avenue, Suite 210
Baltimore, Maryland 21204
SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGISTS

Speech-language pathologists (SLPs) provide supports to students who
have a wide variety of communication disorders that adversely affect
their education. Among these are disorders of fluency, voice, articulation,
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language, and nonverbal communication. Speech-language pathologists
also are called upon to work with students who need augmentative or alternative communication (AACl systems. Sometimes these nonspeech
systems are language based [e.g., American Sign Language [ASL]!, computerized system with speech output), and sometimes they are nonverbal
forms of communication (e.g., pointing to objects]. Speech-language
pathologists assist with the assessment of communication needs, the selection of appropriate equipment and adaptations, and theimplementation and evaluation of services. Speech-language pathologists overlap
with many disciplines because communication is such an integral component of so many activities. This overlap occurs extensively with general and special educators, audiologists, and teachers of people who are
deaf or have hearing impairments.
For More Information Contact:

American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHAl
10801 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
TEACHERS

PEOPLE

BUNDOR

'IT IIJVrI,L

IMPAIRMENTS

Teachers of people who are blind or have visual impairments can engage
in all of the roles previously listed under the heading for special educators. Additionally, .these teachers have specialized knowledge and skills
less likely to be found among general special educators. These special
skills relate to adaptations and knowledge about visual accommodations,
adaptations, and techniques for learning such as changes in size, lighting,
contrast, glare, distance, and angle .of presentation. They have special
knowledge and skills in teaching braille and in adapting environments to
accommodate people who are blind or have low vision. They have access
to information about recent technological adaptations [e.g., computer
scanning with braille output). Teachers of people who are blind or have
visual impairments will overlap roles with other teachers, orientation
and mobility instructors, and, at times, occupational therapists.
For More Information Contact:

American Foundation for the Blind (AFB)
15 West Sixteenth Street
New York, New York 10011
OR

HEJ~RINC.

IMPAIRMENTS

Teachers of people who are deaf or have hearing impairments can engage
all of the roles previously listed under the heading for special educators. Additionally, these teachers have specialized knowledge
skills
less likely to be found among general special educators. This specialization relates to knowledge and skills for learning when hearing is impaired
Descriptions of Support Services /
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or not present at all. Teachers of people who are deaf or have hearing impairments are knowledgeable about the development of language and
communication in children who are deaf, such as the use of ASL, and are
trained in adapting learning environments to accommodate people who
are deaf or have hearing impairments. They have access to information
about recent technological advances and are knowledgeable about issues
of concern in the deaf community. Teachers of people who are deaf or
have hearing impairments most frequently will overlap roles with other
teachers, speech-language pathologists, and audiologists.

For More Information Contact:
Alexander Graham Bell Association for the Deaf
3417 Volta Place Northwest
Washington, D.C. 20007
National Association of the Deaf
814 Thayer Avenue
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
TEACHERS OF STUDENTS WHO ARE DEAf-BLIND

Teachers of students who are deaf-blind can engage in all of the roles previously listed under the heading for special educators. Additionally, these
teachers have specialized knowledge and skills less likely to be found
among general special educators, including skills even more specialized
than those of orientation and mobility instructors, teachers of people
with visual impairments, and teachers of people with hearing impairments. These special skills relate to adaptations and knowledge about the
unique approaches required when both hearing and vision are impaired.
Because many students who are deaf-blind have other cognitive and physical disabilities, the challenges of learning can be even more complex and
require the involvement of other disciplines. Teachers of students who
are deaf-blind have special knowledge and skills in areas like tactile signing and adapting environments to accommodate people who are deafblind. They have access to information about recent technological advances and issues of special concern to people who are deaf-blind [e.g.,
mentor programs, intervener services). Because there are very few national training programs in the education of these students, only a small
number of professionals are highly trained in this area. Teachers of students who are deaf-blind most frequently overlap roles with other special
educators, orientation and mobility instructors, and speech-language
pathologists.

For More Information Contact:
DB-LINK
345 North Monmouth Avenue
Monmouth, Oregon 97361
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FACILITATOR'S GUIDE TO

VISTA WORKSHEET

1. Establish the purpose of the meeting, its proposed length, and determine team meeting roles [e.g., recorder, timekeeper).
A facilitator might say: "Thank you all for corning today. As you
know, we are here to discuss what educationally relevant supports
are needed for James to have access to and participate in his educational program. I hope that we will be able to accomplish this
within about an hour. We need someone who is willing to serve as a
recorder and another person to serve as a timekeeper."
2.

Direct team's attention to a specific educational program component or set of components.
A facilitator might say: "OK, we have already agreed on the comoonents of James's educational program; these are listed in the VISTA
Program-at-a-Glance that each of you has. Let's start by directing
our attention to the General Supports areas. Remember, the
specifics are on the Piogtam-at-a-Clance."

3.

As a group, clarify who will have primary responsibility for implementing the designated educational program components and write
their initials in the space provided on the VISTA Worksheet.
A facilitator might say: "Let's take a minute to clarify who will be
assuming the primary responsibility for carrying out these items on
a day-to-day basis."

4.

In a round-robin format, offer each support services provider an opportunity to say whether he believes the service is needed to support the educational program component being discussed and why
[i.e., explain proposed functions); this is a fact-finding stage and
should not be considered a final decision. During a round, give every
team member the opportunity to indicate whether she needs support to serve the student appropriately, indicating the type of service
[e.g., physical therapy) and the function [e.g., adaptation). Each team
member's opportunity to respond should be time limited [e.g.,
2 minutes) and monitored by the timekeeper. Each team member's
time is to be free of interruptions. Other team members are encouraged to defer their judgment until team members have had their individual opportunity to express their ideas.
A facilitator might say: "As we begin considering support services
needs for James, I want to request that each support services
provider take a couple of uninterrupted minutes to say whether she
thinks the service is needed and why. All team members will have
a chance to speak. This is a time to defer our judgment and listen to
each other's perspectives. Since this is a fact-finding stage, no decisions are made at this point. Once everyone has had a say, we will
discuss the educational relevance and necessity of each service as a
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group. Arlene, why don't you start off our discussion by telling us
what you see as James's physical therapy needs as they pertain to
the listed General Supports?" (After 2 minutes, other team members get their opportunities to offer their input about James's support needs related to General Supports.]
5.

After each team member has had an opportunity to share his ideas
about the student's support services needs, the team has a group discussion to collectively consider the educational functions, relevance, and necessity of each support service using the criteria provided (or others agreed to by the team). Use a combination of
checkmarks and plus/minus scoring to indicate the issues that have
been discussed (or whatever recording system makes sense to your
team).
A facilitator might say: "OK, we've heard what each person has to
say about James's possible support services needs as they pertain to
the General Supports from his Program-at-a-Glance. Now, as a
group, let's talk about what services are both educationally relevant
and necessary. As we review each service, I will appreciate your help
in keeping the discussion focused on educational relevance and necessity; we can use the categories listed on the top of the VISTA
Worksheet. Let's start with personal needs, which is the first area
listed." (Discussion ensues using the criteria for educational necessity, such as checking with the sender and receiver of the service
and trying to make recommendations that are only-as-special-asnecessary. Team members are encouraged to stretch beyond the obvious or typical service configurations and explore innovative alternatives.]

6.

Make a consensus decision about which support services need to be
provided for the student. Check with each team member for agreement. Record abbreviations for each agreed-upon service in the
space provided in the far right column of the VISTA Worksheet.
A facilitator might say: "Based on our discussion, it seems that no
support services are required regarding personal needs. Is everyone
in agreement?" (Get confirmation from each person.] "It has been
suggested that physical therapy support is needed order to address
physical needs related to appropriate positioning; the details of our
discussion will be in the VISTA Team Meeting Minutes. We also
said that the physical therapist will need consultative support from
the occupational therapist. Is everyone in agreement?" (Get confirmation from each person.]

7.

Cycle through Steps 2-6, focusing the team on the next item the
student's educational program. Repeat this until all areas have been
addressed.
A facilitator might say: "Great! Now that we have completed the
General Supports section on the VISTA Worksheet, let's move on to
Facilitator's Guide to the VISTA Meeting
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the Priority Learning Outcomes. Iulia, please start us off this time
by sharing your ideas about potential communication support needs
for James. We'll follow the same basic format as we did for General
Supports; you'll have a couple of minutes to share your ideas without interruption. Each team member will have the same opportunity before we open things up for discussion." (Repeat process for
Additional Learning Outcomes.]

NOTE: Complete the discussions pertaining to all the queries on
the VISTA Worksheet before initiating the discussions pertaining to
the queries on the VISTA Team Summary.
fACILITATOR'S GUIDE TO THE VISTA TEAM SUMMARY

8.

List each type of support service in first column and write the numbers corresponding to the VISTA Worksheet in the three spaces labeled General Supports, Priority Learning Outcomes, and Additional Learning Outcomes.
A facilitator might say: 1/ According to our discussion, we have
agreed that physical therapy is a necessary support service for
lames, so Jill note that in the first column. We also agreed that physical therapy support was required to assist with General Supports
areas 2 and 5 (physical needs and providing access and opportunities], and Additional Learning Outcomes area 19 (physical education)." (After summarizing, the facilitator seeks confirmation from
team members.]

9.

Match mode of service provision to functions served. Have the service provider initiate what she thinks is the mode of service that
matches the function being served, as previously discussed and
recorded in the VISTA Team Meeting Minutes.
A facilitator might say: "Arlene, based on the educational program
components we have just reviewed, what mode or modes of service
provision do you feel are only-as-special-as-necessary?" (After Arlene has given her opinion, the facilitator checks with other team
members.] "Arlene believes that physical therapy services should be
offered in a consultative format. Does anyone have a different opinion to share?" (Facilitator entertains discussion and gets confirmation from each person. I

10. Match frequency of service provision to functions served. Have the
service provider initiate what she thinks is the frequency of service
that matches the function being served, as previously discussed and
recorded in the VISTA Team Meeting Minutes.
A facilitator might say: "Arlene, what would be your best guess at
how much time it will take to provide the physical therapy services
we have discussed?" (After Arlene has given her opinion, the facilitator checks with other team members.l vArlene believes that it will
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take approximately 4 hours per month to provide the physical therapy services we have discussed. Does anyone have a different opinto share?" (Facilitator entertains discussion and gets confirmation from each person.]
11.

Select the location of service provision. Have the service provider
indicate what she thinks is the appropriate, least restrictive location]s] for service provision
matches the function being served,
as previously discussed and recorded in the VISTA Team Meeting
Minutes.
A
might say: "Arlene, what do you suggest are the least
restrictive locations to provide
services we have agreed to?" (After
has given
opinion, the facilitator checks with other
team members.] "Arlene believes
physical
services
should
offered
classroom. Does anyone have a different
opinion to share?" (Facilitator entertains discussion and gets confirmanon from each person.]

12.

Select a reevaluation date. Have
service provider indicate
when she thinks the proposed support service should be formally
reevaluated.
taeilitater might say: "Arlene,
do you suggest we formally
reevaluate this service?" (After Arlene has given her opinion, the
cilitator checks with other team members.] "Arlene thinks that
physical therapy services should be reevaluated in 3
because many of the issues requiring support may be more prominent
as the school year begins and potentially require less PT support as
year progresses?" (Facilitator entertains discussion and gets confirmation from each person.]

13.

Cycle through Steps 8-12 for each service identified on the VISTA
Worksheet.
facilitator
say: "OK, now that we have reached agreement
on physical therapy, let's continue with speech-language pathology
and occupational therapy."
List those services currently not offered that the team believes require screening and/or evaluation. The team should specify
purpose of screening or evaluating the student.
racintator might say: "Now that we have considered all the currently provided services, I would
to focus our attention on
classroom teacher's concern that James is not adequately seeing
what is presented in class. It has been suggested that we pursue a vision screening/evaluation. What do you think?" (Facilitator entertains discussion
gets confirmation
each person.]

15.

Team members review the decisions they have made
them, indicating their agreement.
F~Htaror's Guide
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facilitator might say: "We have really had a great discussion about
James's support services needs and I think we have come up with a
good plan. I am going to pass around the VISTA Team Summary and
ask each of you to sign it indicating that you agree that these are indeed the services James requires and that they are educationally relevant, yet only-as-special-as-necessary. Signing this document is in
no way contractual; it is simply a way for our team to maintain accountability for the decisions we have made." (Facilitator circulates
VISTA Team Summary and collects team members' signatures.]
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Consumers have the author's permission to photocopy Appendix C for educational,
noncommercial purposes only.
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Write in corresponding numbers
from VISTA Worksheet

Student name:

Service required to assist with:
Type of
Support
Service
Needed

General
Supports

Priority
Learning
Outcomes

Additonal
Learning
Outcomes

Mode of
Service
(indirect!
direct)

Frequency
(hours of
service per
month)

Location
for Service
Provision

Date to
Evaluate
Service
Provision"

"Regularly review changes in student, family, or team status that might necessitate change in services.

We, the undersigned, have considered the individual needs of this student. We
have collectively explored the potential gaps, overlaps, and contradictions in our
service delivery recommendations. The recommendations listed herein reflect
our consensus opinion regarding the delivery of related services that we believe
are required, yet are only-as-special-as-necessary, in order for the student to
adequately have access to and/or participate in his or her educational program.

Signatures

Date

Attach any pertinent reports.
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VISTA Team Meeti g Minu s
Recorder:

Date:

Page:
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IS S

Consumers have the author's permission to photocopy Appendix D for educational,
noncommercial purposes only.

GENERAL PREPARATION

#1:
Tasks

............'...... Completed

1. Form a team, including people who will
be affected by team decisions.
2.

Have team members share information
with each other about the skills, abilities,
and interests they each bring to the team.

3. Designate each team member as part of
either the core or extended team. Others
may be listed as situational resources.
(Use the Team Membership Worksheet
if desired.)
4.

Have each team member read the VISTA
manual.

5. Make sure each team member understands the principles of VISTA and is
making an informed decision to participate in the process.
6. Make sure each team member knows the
student for whom the team is planning or
makes arrangements to get to know the
student through observation, direct interaction, or assessment.
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GETTING

FOR THE

VISTA MEETING

To Do List #2:
Tasks

Date Completed

7. All team members agree to determine
the components of the educational program including the following:
a.

small set of Priority Learning Outcomes that are individualized!
family-selected! and discipline-free

b. Additional Learning Outcomes that
extend beyond the top priorities
c. General Supports to.be done to or for
the student to allow access to .or participation in school
8. Arrange a time and place for the VISTA
meeting that is acceptable to the family.
9. Prepare the VISTA Worksheet by filling
in the educational program components
in
appropriate spaces (left column).
10. Determine which team members will be
present at the VISTA meeting and distribute a copy of the VISTA Worksheet
along with the Program-at-a-Glance.
11. Determine which team members will
be present at the VISTA meeting and
obtain their input! ideas! and concerns.
12. Prepare for the VISTA meeting by having each team member consider what
services and functions he or she thinks
should
proposed.
Vermont Interdependent Services Team Approach. ©1996 by Michael F.Giangreco « Baltimore: Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co.

HAVING

VISTA MEETING
#3:

Tasks
Using the VISTA Worksheet and the
Facilitator Guide, for each component
of the educational program:
13. Indicate the person(s) who will be primarily responsible for ongoing implementation on a day-to-day basis for each
listed item.
14. As each team member has a turn to propose potential services, discuss the functions to be served and verify the educational relevance of the proposed services
by comparing them to the educational
program.
15. Have the team consider the educational
necessity of proposed services for each
listed item (see Table 3).
16. After a team discussion establishing
both educational relevance and necessity, list the support services the team
has agreed should be provided. Include
services currently not provided that
require evaluation.
17. Have the team recorder maintain the VISTA
Team Meeting Minutes with details that
are not included on the VISTA Worksheet [e.g., functions served by team
members).
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HAVING

To Do
Tasks

Date Compieteu

Using the VISTA Team Summary and
Facilitator Guide, for each support
service [e.g., speech-language, special
education, physical therapy, counseling):
18. List the servicels] agreed to on
VISTA Worksheet the spaces provided
on the VISTA Team Summary.
19. Indicate which components of the educational program will be supported by
the respective disciplines. (Use numbers
from the VISTA Worksheet.)
20.

Reach consensus regarding which mode
of service provision [e.g., consult)
matches the functions being served by
the support service.

21.

Reach consensus regarding what frequency of service provision matches the
functions being served by the support
service.

22.

Reach consensus on the least restrictive
location for service provision.

23.

Reach consensus regarding a reevaluation date for type and frequency of each
support service.

24.

Have each team member in attendance
sign the bottom of the VISTA Team
Summary as a way to establish consensus and accountability.
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COMES AFTER THE

VISTA MEETING?

To Do
Tasks

Date Completed

25. Make arrangements to share and file the
results of the VISTA Meeting by:
a. Attaching or transferring the decisions made using VISTA to the appropriate places on the student's IEP
and/or ITP
b. Having a copy of all the VISTA documents placed in the student's permanent file
c. Sharing the VISTA documents with
each team member, inc!uding those
who were not in attendance at the
VISTA meeting
d. Providing a full copy of the VISTA
documents to the family
26. Use the VISTA Worksheet and VISTA
Team Meeting Minutes to document situational teams made up of subgroups of
team members who will need to work
together to address common goals.
27. Have the situational teams implement
their respective parts of the educational
program.
28. Evaluate the impact of each support service by considering how it has affected
access to educational opportunities, acquisition of identified learning outcomes, and valued life outcomes.
29. Use evaluative information to adjust
support services and the educational
program to meet student needs.
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Example prepared by Michael F. Giangreco and Stephanie MacFarland.

Juanifa Perez
Student name

(enfering) Kindergarfen
Educational/grade placement

May /0, /995
Date
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m

Team members' names

rs
Relationship
to student

Julia

arks
Core (C),
Extended (E),
or Situational
Resource (SR)

I agree to
use VISTA
(initials)

At ViSTA?
(Y or N)

Y

C
C

JP

Y

C

RE

y

Mike Ramirez

C

MR

Y

Sfaub

C

Iritervener

Y

C

EML

Y

E

DF

y

E

SM

Y
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p

m

Physical Needs:
None idenfified

f'

Personal Needs:
" None idenfified

Teaching Others About the Student:
~ Tacfile ASL fa be learned by sfaff and classmafes
~ leach sfaff and classmafes characferisfics of people who are deaf-blind
Sensory Needs:
Hearing aids mvsf be monitored (e.q., check bafferies, "on")
Presenfafions of ASL mvsf be facfile (in fhe hand)
£nvironmenfal signslinformafion modified by pairing objects wifh braille
(e q.; classroom door, bafhroom, name on desk)
appropriafe heighf

fa

fJI
fJI

Providing Access and Opportunities:
Provide pre-braille maferia/s (e q.; facfile books)
Provide opp'orfvnifies for exploretio» dorinq acfivifies and eroond class
and schoof erwironmenrs
Provide maferia/s/experiences
fa her Hispanic herifage

1/1

fJI

fJI

@
@

/I

tID
fJ

(I

Makes reqoests
Follows instructiorrs
Susfains commonicstion wifh otters (eq.; fakes turris, sfays on
fopic)
Follows schedule using fangible cues/objects
£sfablishes inifial pre-braille reading skills (eq.; righflleff,
foplboffom)
Mobile wifhin
rooms in school
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Additional

Outcomes

(List below by curriculum area.)

• SOCIAL-£M0710NAI:.
Affends fa personal needs, cares for belongings, fries new fhings,
works and plays wifh ofhers and independenfly, seeks appropriafe
affenfion, respects properly and righfs of ofhers, shows selfcontrot, makes friends, exhibifs self-confidence, adjusfs fa new
sifvafions, and offers assisfance fa ofhers
II

~

(I

tJ

WORK HABIfS
Works fa ahilify, comp/eres acfivifies, fakes pride in work, changes
acfivifies easily, cleans up, is enfhusiasfic sboot learning, inifiafes
acf ivif ies, and shows good affenfion fa faskslfeacher
ARflMUSIC
£xplores err media, shows interest in music, uses rhyfAm
insfrumenfs, and enjoys arf and music
COMPJf£R
Locsies letters/numbers on adapfed keyboard and fypes name
LANGUAG£ ARfS/R£ADING
Asks qoestions, extends vocabulary, receives facfile Signs and
ondersrsnds, shows inferesf in facfile books, parficipafes in Songs
and skifs, recognizes own name in braille and facfile sign,
recognizes Ietters/uords in braille and ASL facfile Signs
recognizes braille numbers, recognizes shapes,
msses pafferns

~

sorts,

and

SCI£NC£/SOCI AL S1UDI £S
£xplores cause and eitect in simple experiments, makes facfile
makes olfacfory observstions
observafions,
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VISTA

rksheet

Questions to
consider during team discussion:

Juanifa
name

Robin Sfaub
Mike Ramirez
Danny Fihpafrick
Timekeeper

Sensory needs
Teaching ofhers
Providing access . . .

If)

CbI

S
Q

y

6

Makes reqoests

7

::i

0

R£
£ML

.I

+

+

+

+-

Follows instroctions

.I

+

+

+

+-

Susfains communicetion

.I

+

+

+

+-

Follows schedule

.I

+

+

+

+-

.I

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

wifhin / between rooms
.I
.I
.I
.I
16

Language arls/reading

.I

17

Mafh readiness

.I

18

Science/social sfudies

.I
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VISTA Tea
Write in corresponding n
from VISTA Worksheet:

Student name:

Juanifa

Service required to assist with:
Type of
Support
Service
Needed

General
Supports

Priority
learning
Outcomes

Additonal
learning
Outcomes

SLP

-

(0-9

-

DB

/-3

(0-/0

0&14

-

1/

SPED

I, 3

(0-11

1-3

(0-11

Infer-

vener

Mode of
Service
(indirect!
direct)

Frequency
(hours of
service per
month)

___gjLe:.r;t__ ______1£_____
indirect

if

-

indirect

(0

-

indirect

:2.

1:2.-18

direct' and

:2.0

as needed

indirect

(folal)

Idirecf and

{vii-fime

1:2.-/8

indirect

location
for Service
Provision

Date to
Evaluate
Service
Provision"

__ 31q~ ___ _!~::-l-::
1:2.-/class
1..-/1355

class and

school

1:2.-1-9(0
1:2.-/-9(0

class

1:2.-/-9(0

class

/:2.-/-9(0

"Regularly review changes in student, family, or team status that might necessitate change in services.

We, the undersigned, have considered the individual needs of this student. We
have collectively explored the potential gaps, overlaps, and contradictions in our
service delivery recommendations. The recommendations listed herein reflect
our consensus opinion regarding the delivery of related services that we believe
are required, yet are only-as-special-as-necessary, in order for the student to
adequately have accessto and/or participate in his or her educational program.

Signatures

Date

5- I O - 'fY

Attach any pertinent reports.
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VISTA Team Meeting Mi
Recorder: Mike Ramirez

Date: 5-/0-95

tes
Page: /

Numbers refer fo VIStA worksoee):
t, DB specialisf will feach interveoer and SPED ebout' hearing aids,
facfile signing, and enrironmente' modificetion ideas. SPED will
provide ongoing sopporr fo intervener.
:2. Parenfs and DB specialisf will arrange times fo orient sfaff and
c/assmafes to bofh facfile ASL and ctisrecteristics of deafblindness.
3. DB specialisf will assisf SPED in learning ebout' pre-braille
and manipulafives. the SPEDwill apply fo mu!fiple erees I
acfivifieslobjecfs in fhe room.
0-9. DB specialisf will work closely wifh SLP and SPED On fhese
commonicetio» issues. the SLP will provide some direct service
in a small group wifh sfvdenfs wifhouf disabilifies. SPED will
sopport' intervener and kindergarfen tescrer.
/0. DB specialisf will work wifh SPED On pre-braille issues. SPED
will provide some direct feaching and conso/r/sopporr fhe
interuener and teectier.
II. 0 &. M will work wifh SPED, in tervener, and kindergarfen teecner
on mobilify. SPED will provide ongoing sopporr to classroom
sfaff.
/:2-/8. SPED will be available on an as-needed basis fo assisf wifh
adapfafions and feaching concerns relsred to all Addifional
Learning Ootcomes (DB specialisf available to consu!f wifh
SPED).
NOtE: Alfhough intervener is assigned full-fime, she is expected fo
have dufies wifh children wifhouf disabilifies. there is concern
fhaf Juanifa may become too dependent on fhe inferveneraffempfs should be made fo avoid fhis by having others (sfaff
and sfvdenfs) know how to communicete wifh her.
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o
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Example prepared by Susan Provost, Steve Broer, Julie Welkowitz, and Michael F. Ciangreco.

Gary Price
Student name

5fh Grade (Middle School)
ucational/grade placement

April :l't, /995
Date
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members' names

Relationship
to

Core (C)I
Extended (Ell
or Situational
Resource (SRl

I.agree to
use VISTA
(initials)

At VISTA?
(Yor N)

C

Y

C

Y

C
C

Y

C

Y

C

Y

£

Y
Y
Y
N

Compufer

tescrer

E

N

e

Curf
nurse

e
£
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N

Prograrn-at-a-G lance
General ~UI)D(]~rIS
Physical Needs:
None af fhis fime

@

Personal Needs:
Given prescription medicstion for asfhma during school hours (preventive)
Family needs respite care and counseling

@

19

Teaching Others About the Student:
Sensifi1-e sfudenfs to differences in fhe ways people reset to stress or
new sitvafions
" teach sfaff behavior managemenf and crisis interuentio» strsteqies
HI

Sensory Needs:
None

HI

Providing Access and Opportunities:
Needs to have access fa social opportonities wifh peers (e.q., clubs,
co-curricular ectivities)

HI

" Mainfains socially appropriafe behavior in school
tI Accepfs fransifions betuee» acfivifies (expected and unexpected)
II Offers essistence fo ofhers
II Appropriafely rerminsdes social interections
II Expresses refusal in a socially appropriafe way
II Negofiafes conflicfs wifhouf being physically aggressive
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Additional learning Outcomes
(List below by curriculum area.)
~ Gary is p(Jrsuing fhe entire genera! edoceiion Grade 5 corricolom

wifh minor adapfafions fa address his disfracfabi!ify and behavioral
ootborsts. Refer fa Grade 5 corricu/om in fhe following erees.
II

LANGUAGE ARrS

~

SCIENCE

#I

SOCIAL STUDIES

II

MArH

(; ARr
~

COMPJrERS

41

PHYSICAL EDUCArION

gIJ

INDUSrRIAL ARrS
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VI
Questions to
consider during team discussion:

Price

"-

~

Q/c

;§ .2
",'"

cIE

o

c:

Q.(l)

~~

Q/Q.
-oF:

Dan McGuire
Timekeeper

rsonal needs

Providing access . . .

:::: "~~
o ·0

#~
0

./

.,.
.,.

.I

.,.

5H

PM
DM
LB
DM
LB

.,.
.,.

.,.
.,.

.,.

.,.
.,.

.,.
.,.

.,.
.,.

.,.

.,.

.,.
.,.
.,.

.,.
.,.

4

5
til

aJ

6

fJyJpropriafe behavIor

7

/Jecepfs trensitions

If?

.I

Offers essistence

o
ro
~

.I

Ii::

Q
y

::::I

0

SCIence

./

.,.

.,.
.,.

14

SOCIal studies

./

.,.

.,.

15

Mafh

.I

.,.

.,.
.,.

.,.

.,.

.,.
.,.
.,.

.,.
.,.

·2

~

.I

10

Expresses refusal

~

./

11

Negofiafes confllcfs

12

Language ads

13

...I

5

~
i)
i)

~

Termineres lnterections

9

llJ

~

~

.,.
.,.
.,.
.,.
.,.
.,.

./

e

11$

.,.
.,.
.,.
.,.
.,.
.,.
.,.

I:ltl
1m

.I

o

.I

DK
Bw

~

JB

.I

.,.
.,.

Compufers

JC

.I

.,.

PhysIcal edocstio»

CF

./

I ndusfrlal ads

MM

./

.,.
.,.

.,.
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Team Su
Write in corresponding numbers
from VISTAWorksheet:

Student name:

Gary Price

Service required to assist with:
Type of
Support
Service
Needed

Nurse

Mode of
Service
(indirect!
direct)

Additonal

General
Supports

Priority
learning
Outcomes

Learning
Outcomes

/

-

-

J

0-11

-

direct' and
indirect

School
psychologisf

:2, J

0-1/

-

indirect

Men101
healfh

/

-

-

direct

SPED

-

0-1/

1:2-/9

Guidance

I

direct

(fa mofher)

direct and
indirect

Frequency
(hours of
service per
month)

Date to
Evaluate
Service

Location
for Service
Provision

Provision"

as per.....
1
dan

1j!iC'
minotes

0

Healfh

Gvidance /:2-/-90 .
ffice
class and
/:2-1-90
school

:2

Menial healfh
agency

/:2-1-90

:25

class and
gIJidance office

/:2-/-90

"Regularly review changes in student, family, or team status that might necessitate change in services.

We, the undersigned, have considered the individual needs of this student. We
have collectively explored the potential gaps, overlaps, and contradictions in our
service delivery recommendations. The recommendations fisted herein reflect
our consensus opinion regarding the delivery of related services that we believe
are required, yet are only-as-special-as-necessary, in order for the student to
adequately have access to and/or participate in his or her educational program.

Date

Signatures

Attach any pertinent reports.
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VISTA Team Meeting Mi utes
Recorder: Lena Brown

Date: 5-:11-95

Page: 1

Numbers refer to VI SrA Worksheeh
I. Nurse will dispense medicetion daily in healfh office. Menfal
healfh agency sfaff will facilifafe respite care for single motier
and counseling to assisf her in coping wifh Garis ongoing
behavioral challenges.
:1, J. Guidance counselor, school psychologisf, and SPED will
develop plans for sensitiz!ng school sfaff and students to
individual differences and plan behavior managemenf and crisis
intervention streteqies. SPED will be condoit to all classroom
tescners. ream agrees all approaches should be nonwersive and
aHempf to idenfify erdecedenrs and tonctions of behavior
problems. Joinfly, fhey will idenfify (along wifh Gary) possible
school clubs and co-curricular ectivities wifh peers.
0-11. SPED, guidance counselor, and school psychologisf will plan
approaches to address trese srees. SPED will be condoit to
ofher tescners. Addifionally, SPED and guidance counselor will
work direcfly wifh Gary (ie.; counseling by GC) and role-playing
sfrafegies wifh SPED, GC, and peers of Gary's choosing.
1:1-/9. SPED will provide consulfafiile support to all classroom
teechers. If will be especially imporfanf to exemine and arrange
fhe physical environments in ways fhaf minimize fhe risks of
injury since Gary will use common objects as weapons when he
is opser. rhis will be especially crifical in indusfrial arts. Gary's
physical Iocetion in re/etion to ofhers will be crucial as well as
feachers onderstsndinq reasonable expecretions, consequences,
feedback, etc.
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s

Example prepared by George Salembier, Lia Cravedi-Cheng, and Michael F. Giangreco.

Arfhur Prior
Student name

(enfering) Ilfh Grade
Educational/grade placement

May :21, 1995
Date
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be
Team members' names

e

Ip

0

Relationship
to student

Core (C),
Extended (E),
or Situational
Resource (SR)

Sfvdenf

C

Y

C

Y

C

Y

C

Y

C

Y

I agree to
use VISTA
(initials)

At VISTA?
(Y or N)

wB

Wend

Peter

Y

£

KA
£

LC

teecoer

Gear. e

COd/pC/fer
1'0

teecher
educstion

Y

AZ

MC
RC/fh
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rogram-at-a-G lance
Physical Needs:
fb

Needs eppropriete seafing and positioninq for handwrifing

Personal Needs:
e

None identified

Teaching Others About the Student:
e

None identiiied

Sensory Needs:
@

None identitied

Providing Access and Opportunities:
w

None identitied

Speaks and wrifes in complete sentences
" Composes af leasf one page of organized wrifing
" writes legibly
fI Uses eppropriete noun/verb eqreemenr in conversetion
• Comptetes in-school assignmenfs and homework
11 Acquires basic word-processing skills on computer
IB
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G lance
Additional

(continued)

Outcomes

(list below by curriculum area.)

• SELF-ADVOCACY
Speaks up for self if fask demands are too difficulf and negofiafes
addifional svpporf (e.q.; extended fimelines)
social interections, offers essistsoce fo ofhers, and
mainfains eqe-eppropriete behavior in school and af work

• VOCA1JONAI:.
Develops career plan (e q., ootiines sfrengfhs, needs, interests),
comptetes job applicafions, improves job inferviewing skills, works
cooperafively wifh co-workers, complefes job fasks independenfly,
and uses breektime appropriafely

* LANGUAGE ARrS
Composes notes and leHers, undersfands main point of wriHen
neWSpaper erticles), follows wriHen instrictions;
maferials
uses prinf resources (eq., felephone book)
f"!~jI(P~"i

purchases wifh cash, makes purchases by check, mainfains
flt=:L:-f\//J'U sccoont ledger, makes observstions and drawS conclusions
science experiments, uses
compote,
" ......,,,+u.
environmenfally positive fasks (e q., recycling)
cxoeno-» leisore options; follows rules
games/acfivifies,
classmafes, mainfains healfhy b""rln .....
rrrur
r r« personal
protects self
communicable
exoresses feelings fo close friends
,/g"",,,,

rt t :...

ri
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VI
Questions to
consider during team discussion:

Arfhur Prior
Studel'lt name
Mary: Walfers

...

$!
"-.
-!!!c:

:f2 .12
"' .....
c::E
c
c:
QIlJ

facilitator

"'12
fi:!1lJ

Lilian Prior
Timekeeper

!l
i&
o '0
E&
0

Physical needs

,/

+

,/

+

+

+

!?J

+

+

1::

8CI..

:::l
lJ'l

!!
Qj
eQj

2

3
4

0
5
6 5peakslwrifes compiete senrences

r?
'I:\l

-c

00

7

Composes organized wrifing

~

,/

+

+

+

8

Uses noon/verb agreemenf

~

o
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VIS
Write in corresponding numbers
from VISTA Worksheet:

1\

11

Student name: rv t tu/t

Prior

Service required to assist with:
Type of
Support
Service
Needed

Mode of
Service
(indirect!
direct)

Frequency
(hours of
service per
month)

indirect

Iniftal IIISlt,
fhen periodic
check

Date to
Evaluate
Service

General
Supports

Priority
learning
Outcomes

Additonal
learning
Outcomes

I

9

-

-

0-8

-

direct and

Etnp/oymenf
specia/isf

-

-

14

indirect

:1.

commvnify
work site

11-90

SPED

I

0-10

1:1.,13
/5-18

direct and
indirecf

8

class,
media center

/:1.-90

or

!

indirect

4

location
for Service
Provision

Provision"

NOli,

school
media

1:1.-90

center

*Regularly review changes in student, family, or team status that might necessitate change in services.

We, the undersigned, have considered the individual needs of this student. We
have collectively explored the potential gaps, overlaps, and contradictions in our
service delivery recommendations. The recommendations listed herein reflect
our consensus opinion regarding the delivery of related services that we believe
are required, yet are only-as-special-as-necessary, in order for the student to
adequately have access to and/or participate in his or her educational program.

Signatures

Date

Attach any pertinent reports.
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VISTA Team Meeting Mi
Recorder:

Rose Toonev

Date: 5-:2.1-95

tes
Page: I

Numbers refer fo entries on VISrA Worksheeh
I. or needs fo ensore fhaf teechers know how Arfhur should be
sested and positioned for most ettective handwrifing and whaf
are reasonable expectetioris. If was agreed fhaf fhis could be
done wifh an inifial lIisif wifh follow-up provided by SPED.
or will do periodic check in November, February, and April.
r;;-8. SPED and SLP will consulf wifh classroom feachers during
planning periods and work wifh Arfhur indillidually or in small
groups during sfudy hall period. Arfhur says he doesn ">f like
hailing all fhe adulfs come info all his classrooms-he says if is
"embarrassing."
9. Same as :#:I.
10. Arfhur will work wifh SPED fo develop a plen/contrsct' for
in-school and homework completion.
II. Arfhur will receive compoter supporf from classmafes, rafher fhan
specialisfs.
1:2. Arfhur will work wifh SPED and a small group of close friends
fa role-play self-advocacy skills.
13-18. SPED will provide instroctionei/corricoisr adapfafion supporf
fa teecrers as needed. reachers will all parficipafe in crestive
problem-solving sfaff deve/opmenr series.
14. £mploymenf specialisf will support Arfhur af jobsites and essist
in esfablishing a co-worker sopporr model-fhen consider fading
service unfil new job needs arise.
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Pagenumbers followed by
Additional Learning Outcomes, 26
organization of, 83
sample, 85
Alexander Graham Bell Association for the
Deaf,110
Ambiguous roles and expectations, 10-11
American Foundation for the Blind, 109
American Occupational Therapy Association (AOTA), 106
American Physical Therapy Association
(APTA),107
American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association, 109
AOTA, see American Occupational
Therapy Association
APTA, see American Physical Therapy
Association
Association for Education and Rehabilitation
of the Blind and Visually Impaired, 107
Assumptions, see Beliefs, values, and
assumptions
Authority, 53-56
Autocratic decision making, 54
Beliefs, values, and assumptions
of author, 4-5
on children, 5
on education, 4
on families, 5
on professionals, 5
Collaboration, ensuring, 22-23
Collaborative team, 9-10
configuration of, 22
core, 22
establishing and maintaining a, 21-24
extended, 22-23
self-assessment in, see Assessment
questions
situational, 23
size of, 22-23
Common goals, 23
Consensus
failure to reach, protocol for, 93

"t"

indicate tables.

false, 55
Consensus decision making, 55
Consultations, 64t
Contradictions among service providers, 48
prevention of, 43
Core team, 22
Council for Exceptional Children, 108
DB-LINK, 110
Democratic decision making, 54
Direct services, 58
in groups, 63t
individual, 63t
location of, 63t
Disjointed/fragmented services, 10
Disorganization, effects of, 10-11
Education, author's beliefs and values on, 4
Education for All Handicapped Children
Act of 1975, PL 94-142,9
Educational necessity, 46-47, 47t
Educational program
benefits of, 27-28
defining components of, 25-28
effective use of, 27-28
interactions with placement and services,
31-34
planning, VISTA in, 79
Educational relevance, 46
Evaluation, 61t, 71-74
ongoing, methods of, 72-73
outcomes of, 61t
purpose of, 61t
Extended team, 22
Facilitator
guide for, 111-116
role of, 88-89
selection of, 77
Family(ies)
author's beliefs and values on, 5
in development of educational program, 27
expectations from professionals, 36-37
Index /
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Familyiies )-continued
at VISTA meeting, 78
Frequency of service provision, 58-59
Functions of service providers, 42, 105-110
Gaps among service providers, 48
prevention of, 43
General education classrooms
focusing placement on, 32-33
litigation on, 32
service providers and, 11-12
transferring positive features from
disability-only settings, 12
General Supports, 26-27
categories of, 27
versus learning outcomes, 27-28
organization of, 83
sample, 84
Goals, common, importance of, 23
IEP, see Individualized education program
Indirect services, 64t
Individualized education program (IEP), see
Educational program
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
(IDEA) of 1990, PL 101-476,9,32
Integrated environments, 68
Interdependence, lack of, effects of, 10
Interrelationships, 41
Learning outcomes, versus general
supports, 27-28
Mode of service provision, 58
Monitoring, 62t
More-is-better approach to decision
making, 36
National Association of School
Psychologists, 108
National Association of the Deaf, 110

o & M, see Orientation and mobility
instructors
Occupational therapists (OTs), 106
Only-as-special-as-necessary approach to
decision making, 37-38
Orientation and mobility instructors
(0 & Ml, 106-107
OTs, see Occupational therapists
Overlapls] among service providers, 48
common areas of, 49t
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I Index

prevention of, 43
Overservice, effects of, 37
Paraprofessionals, at VISTA meeting, 78
Periodic check, 62t
purpose of, 62t
Personal needs, 27
Physical needs, 27
Physical therapists (PTs), 107
PL 94-142, see Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975
PL 101-476, see Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) of 1990
Placement
in general education classrooms, 32-33
interactions with educational program
and services, 31-34
Priority Learning Outcomes, 26
abbreviation of, 83
organization of, 83
sample, 84
Professionals
allegiance to own disciplines, 46
author's beliefs and values on, 5
role of, 36-37
Program-at -a-Clance
organization of, 83
sample, 84-85, 134-135, 142-143, 15D-151
Providing access and opportunities, 27
PTs, see Physical therapists
Recommendations
based on periodic check report, 62t
based on results of screening, 60t
essential criteria for, 45-51, 47t
for level of service, 58-59
by local educational agency representative,93
Recommended readings, 101-102
Recorder, role of, 88
Reevaluation, setting date for, 92
Rehabilitation, values in, 36
Related services, 3
Return-on-investment approach to decision
making, 36-37
Roles, 10
ambiguous, effects of, 1D-ll
Role overlap, 48, 49t
Role release, 10
Role transition processes, 10

Sacramento City Unified School District v.
Rachel H., 32
School psychologists, 107-108

Screening, 60t
elements of, 60t
outcomes of, 60t
Self-advocacy, promoting, 50
Sensory needs, 27
Service location
isolated, 68
least restrictive, 67-69 t 92
Service providers
functions oft 41-44
and general education classrooms, 11-12
at VISTA meeting, 78
Service provision
matching frequency to function, 57-65
92
matching mode to function, 57-65, 92
recommended versus actual, 58-59
socially acceptable approaches to, 68
strategies for, 67-69
Shared framework
in consensus decision making, 55
development of, 4-6
importance of, 23
operationalizing, 26-27
Situational resource, 23
SLPs, see Speech-language pathologists
Special educators (SPEDs), 108
SPEDs, see Special educators
Speech-language pathologists (SLPs),
108-109
Students
disabilities
role in coordinating services, 50
status of, 68
who can benefit from VISTA, 77
Support services
adapting as students age, 42-43
addressed by
77
definition of, 3
descriptions of, 106-110
direct, see Direct services
educational necessity of, 46-48
educational relevance of, 46
effective provision of, characteristics of,
14t
evaluation for, 61t
evaluation of. 71-74
functions of, 42-43, 89
generalization of, 50
impact on valued life outcomes,
evaluation of, 72-73
implementation of, 71-74
importance of, 12-13
indirect, 58, 64t
interactions with educational program
and placement, 31-34
interrelatedness of, 41-44,89
t

literature on, 9
litigation on, 9
matching to educational program
components, 92
Support services decision making
authority for, 53-56
autocratic, 54
consensus, 55
democratic, 54
existing models oft effects of, 11
formulaic, 59
isolated, 3, 37
models for, 36-38
more-is-better approach, 36
only-as-special-as-necessary approach,
37-38
problems with, 9-12
return-on-investment approach, 36-37
sequence of, 32-33
teamwork on, 3
value system for, 35-39
TASH, see The Association
Persons
with Severe Handicaps
Teachers
of people who are blind or have visual
impairments, 109
of people who are deaf or have hearing
impairments, 109-110
of students who are deaf-blind, 110
Teaching others about the student, 27
Team, see Collaborative team
Team memberis]
competence of, 76
knowledge of student, 76
knowledge of VISTA, 77
knowledge sharing among, 9
roles of, 10-11
synthesis of viewpoints among, 9
Team Membership Worksheet, sample, 81,
133, 141, 149
Association for Persons with Severe
Handicaps (TASHl, 108
Timekeeper, role of, 88
liTo Do" lists, 80, 82, 86, 90, 125-130
Value system, see also Beliefs, values, and
assumptions for decision-making
guidance, 35-39
Valued life outcomes, 72
Vermont Interdependent Services Team
Approach, see VISTA
VISTA (Vermont Independent Services
Team Approach)
adaptation of, 5-6, 76

Index
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VISTA-continued
in individualized education program
planning, 79
preparation for, organization and facilitation of, 77
results of, 19
VISTA examplels]
for high school student with mild
disabilities, 147-154
for kindergarten student who is deafblind, 131-138
for middle school student with emotional
disturbance, 139-146
VISTA forms, 117-124
VISTA guidelines, 18t
goal of, 19
VISTA meeting
follow-up to, 94-95

158 /

Index

preparation for, 80, 82-83
size of, 78
team members present at, 78
tips for, 88-89
liTo Doli lists for, 86, 90
when held, 78-79
where held, 79
VISTA Team Meeting Minutes, 88
sample, 96, 138, 146, 154
VISTA Team Summary
facilitator guide for, 114-116
sample, 91, 137, 145, 153
tips for, 92-93
VISTA Worksheet, 88
facilitator guide for, 112-114
sample, 87, 136, 144, 152
scoring/recording options for, 88-89
tips for, 89

